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CHAPTER 1
IT'TTROmJCTIOR
A . PR03LSI,!
The incidence of occupational diseases throuf^’hout
the United States and their far reaching effects have for many
years been matters of vital concern to health agencies, social
organizations, insurance compa.nies, industrialists, and to the
employees in the manufacturing plants. The need for legisla-
tion to eradicate the causes and to minimize the extent of in-
dustrial illness, as v.;ell as to improve Viorking conditions in
hazardous occupations, v;as recognized by the government in the
early years of industria,! development in this country. As a
result of twis, legislative action has been taken by national
and local governmental agencies to enforce h^/gienic working
conditions and to compensate employees for illness arising out
of their em.plo;^mient
.
Occupational diseases are described as abnormal
bodily and mental states directly resulting from extended expo-
sure to harmful substances and conditions directly related to
work. They are unlike occupational accidents or injuries in
that prolonged exposure is necessary in their causation. Sev-
eral years of exposure are often required to produce certain

forms of occupational diseases and it is sometimes difficult to
establish the diagnosis.^
In 1930, the United States census showed that there
were approximately 49 million gainfully employed persons in
the United States, of which number nearly 15 million were en-
gaged in manufacturing, mechanical, and mineral industries.
In the stcite of Massachusetts alone there were 1,712,125 gain-
fully employed persons, of whom 840,300 were engaged in hazard-
ous occupations through which they were constantly being
exposed to various types of industrial diseases.
More than 500 poisonous materials and hazardous con-
ditions are known to exist am.ong this large group of industri-
al workers, a^nd the numerous studies conducted by the Public
Health Service and other agencies have shown that certain of
these v/orkers experience high morbidity and mortalit;;” rates
and that industrial occupations are an important factor in the
causation of excessive illness and mortality.^ The seriousness
of the situation has been recognized through the fact that the
working population has a higher illness rate than the general
population. Physicians are finding that many diseases are
caused by w'hat people work on and the materials they use.
1 Me Cord: Industrial Hygiene for Engineers and Tfenagers,
P . 53
.
2 Sayres and Bloomfield; Industrial Hygiene Activities
in the U. S., p. 1-7.
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The mortality rates for the industrial groups have proved to
be much higher than among the rest of the population. Among
the causes of this are harmful dusts, excessive fatigue, bad
posture, crov/ded v»orkrooms, dampness, extreme changes of tem-
pers ture and specific occupational poisons.
Statisticians of the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company have shov.n that the death rates of their industrial
policy holders exceed by far those of the more sheltered
"ordinary" insured, mortality rates for the industrial group
being 1 1/2 times to more than 2 times the rates for policy
holders in the "ordinary" department, age for age considered.^
The need for protection of workers, subjected to
conditions which may result in the loss of health and earning
capacity through disease arising out of their occupations,
brought into existence gTadually through the years v/hat is
known as the occupational hygiene movement, the purpose of
which has been to eradicate the causes of industrial disease
and to promote the health of the industrial population through
preventive measures. It v^as realized that this problem could
no longer be handled by individuals and small groups since it
had become a social responsibility to be dealt with collect-
ively by the community.
The industrialists recognized the fact that they
1 Dublin: Causes of Death by Occupations, p. 6-8.
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could not cope with the employees' problem alone. Similarly
the members of the medical profession became aware of the lack
of scientific knowledge of the toxicology of certain industrial
materials, of the need of further research and of the need also
of cooperativeness on the part of all interested in reducing
the amount of occupational disease. Doctor IT. ITev^^quist, of
Chicago, told the American College of Surgeons, on Oct. 29,
1937, that "With the cooperative attitude on the part of the
employer, the physician or surgeon, the laboratory v;orker, the
engineer, and trie worker himself, the problem of occupations:!
disease and health msiintenance will be no greater task than the
control of the situation with respect to industrial in^iury in
which so much progress has been made."^
Doctor R. R. Sangers and Mr. J. J. Bloomfield of the
United States Public Health Service also announced that there
had been
"a realization, upon the part of those responsible for
the administration of occupational disease units, that
a cooperative program among the various governmental
agencies involved is desirable for effective progress
in this important phase of public health. An increas-
ing amount of interest in both the study and control
aspects of occupational diseases has been manifested
by non-official agencies, ps.rticularly large industri-
al establishments
J
insurance companies, and also uni-
versities and national organizations directly inter-
ested in public health, notably the American Public
Health Association, the American Medical Association,
the National Safety Council, and the National Tuber-
culosis Association.
1 Lawrence: New' York Times, Oct. 29, 1937, p. 22.
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Not only hove inaustrial establishments shov.n
a great deal of interest in this subject, and in
many instances inaugurated programs of industrial
hygiene, but there has also been an av>'akening on
the part of the v;orker himself to the need of co-
operation in control of industrial hazards. These
agencies have concerned themselves with not onl^^
specific occupationa.1 diseases and with industrial
environment, but also with the evidence of other
diseases such as tuberculosis, pneumonia, and de-
generative conditions, which are greater among the
industrial workers than in the general population.
It has also been shown that the life expectancy
of the industrial w'orker is less than that of the
non- industrial worker."^
B. PUIiPOSE OF THE S'^JLY
The purpose of this study is to analyze the nriture
and extent of the occupational disease hazards in Hassachu-
setts, to evaluate the factors underlying and creating indus-
trial health problems in this state, and to consider what
measures have been taken to improve v^orking conditions in dan-
gerous occupations so that the health and security of the in-
dustrial worker may be safeguarded. The study v;ill also deal
with the preventive aspects of the occupational hygiene move-
ment with a view to determining what has been and is now- being
done in Massachusetts in the field of prevention to eliminate
or eradicate the causes of industrial illness.
1 Sayres and Bloomfield: Industrial Hygiene Activities
in the United States, p. 4.
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c. SCOPE
The subject Vi'ill be approached from the social and
legal points of view. Chapter 2 will present an historical
back£’Tound of the movement, showing its early development and
tracing the various stages through which it has passed, and
describing the principles which it has promoted.
Chapter 3 will be devoted to a study of the legal
and administrative aspects of the problem, beginning v/ith the
earliest laws which were passed for the protection of the em.-
ployees ' health. It will deal with preventive legislation,
compensation law's, and proposed and pending legislation.
In Chapter 4, there w^ill be presented statistical
data, secured from the Massachusetts State Department of Labor
and Industries and the United States Department of Labor, per-
taining to the various types of occupations.1 diseases and the
major industries in which they occur. Tables will be presen-
ted illustrating statistical material for the years 1934-5,
1935-6, 1936-7, and a report on the number of actual v;ork days
lost because of illness arising out of emplo^nnent conditions
The three years selected seemed to provide the most complete
and comprehensive data.
The total Occupational Disease cases reported by the
Department of Industrial Accidents of Massachusetts for the
three years selected (each year extending from July 1 to June
30) will be presented by the writer as the figures to be used

for 8. coinprrp.tive study, sho\. ing' their distribution by indus-
try, age and sex, extent of disability, and number of days
’
work lost: also, for the year 19PC-7, the compensation costs
v.'ill be charted to sho\ the expense of occupational disease
hazards to employers and insurance companies. This, of
course, does not include the cost to the taxpayers of the
State 01 maintaining the necessary machinery for investigat-
ing, hearing, and adjusting these cases.
Follovving this will be given a description of the
principal industrial diseases vith case illustrations ta.ken
from the files ci the T^.'^assachusetts Industrial x\ccident
3oa.rd.
The final chapter will deal with the social trends
in the occupation?.! hygiene movem^ent, including national and
local programs of social planning, the relationship between
public and private health and welfare organizations, and a
discussion of the future outlook for occupational hygiene
rr;-? vt'--. 'r *
CHAPTER 2
MTSTOHICAL BACKGROUITj
In tracing' the inception and advance of the Occu-
pational yiy£';iene Movement throughout the v.orld, one learns
that interest in the effect of occupational diseases dates
back to as early as the days of Aristotle, Plato, Pliny,
and Hypocrates.
In the book, ’’Occupation and Health"
,
published by
the International Lcbor Office, there is noted the fact that
as early as 270 3. C. Hypocrates recognized the toxic proper-
ties of lead, and reported a very serious attack of colic
affecting a lead miner. Plato observed that the artisan
bodv became deformed bv the exercise of his profession.
Pliny referred to the dangers incurredin handling sulphur
and zinc, amd spoke of masks made by v^orkers engaged in
preparing Vermillion in order to protect themselves against
metallic dusts. In the middle ages, there already a^^peared
orders pronounced by health officers in regard to certain
industries, but these were intended rather for the protection
of the inhabitants than for the workingman. In the fifteenth
century a certain amount of interest in occupational disease
began to manifest itself.
It was not until 1700, hov;ever, that a com.rrehen-

o I
sive volijune was published, covering the whole field, "^.lis
volume, which embodied all past knowledge and vastly extended
and completed it, was the w'ork of Bernardino Bamozzino, the
father of industrial medicine, \.hon m.odern authorities aptly
described as the "benevolent and learned Italian physician
of the 17th century"
,
In tn e 19th century, through the rise of industri-
alism on the one hand, and the concomitant development of the
biological and medical sciences on the other, the know ledge
of occupational diseases achieved rapid development, "iliere
was, however, an enormous amount of disease among the English
\.orking: classes during* this period. At the beginning of the
19th century, we ha.ve evidence of the first attem.pt to uproot
these evil conditions through legislation retaliating and
lim.iting: the number of hours of work and protecting women and
children.
On April 19, 1912, the United States Children's
Bureau was established. This Bureau is no\. a branch of the
Depcirtment of Labor. The original suggestion came from* !Uss
Lillian L. \Vald, he^-di of the Henry Street Settlem.ent of Uev'
York City, and Yrs. Florence Kelley of the National Consumer's
League formiulated the plan which was supported by the offi-
cials of the Uationa.l Child Labor Committee and by other w'ell
know^n sociologists. It is interesting to note that six years
ela^psed between the time of the introduction of the bill
. J.
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before ConcTess and its final passage, indicating that the
idea v;as by no means recdily accepted.^
At the instigation of the American ITedical Associ-
ation for Labor Legislation, tv.o conferences on industrial
diseases were held in If 10 and 1912. In 1915, a section of
Industrial Hygiene v/as organized in the American Public
Hea.lth Association.
Three years later. Harvard College, under the lead-
ership of Dean David L. Sdsall, established a department of
Industrial Hygiene. This w'a.s the first miedical school in the
world to confer a degree of Industrial Hygiene (session of
1918-1919). It was also responsible for the publication of
the Journal of Industrial Hygiene. Toda^y, Harvard has a
graduate School of Engineering and a School of Public Health
which prepare medical men and engineers in the maintenance of
public health. As their cataloguie aptly puts it, the medical
health seiw'ice is concerned wath repairing damiage caused by
unfavorable environmental conditions and fitting m*an to his
environmient
;
and the engineering health service v/ith control-
ling unfavorable environrnenta.1 conditions and fitting the
environment to man. In their Industrial Hygiene Division,
the engineering health service is concerned chiefly vith the
follow'ing activities of governm.ental and industrial or
insurance agencies:
The Children's Bureau, p. 1, 2.1 Tobey:

1 Control of atmospheric pollution:
pollution by smoke, dusts, gases, odors, and pollen.
2 Control of indoor air or cuir in confined sp''ces.
(a) .To satisfy physiological requirements by
control of temperature, humidity, air motion end
odors in dv;ellin,!^‘s
,
working pieces and all public
buildings.
(b) To control air-borne infections in hospitals
and other places.
(c) To control hazards ca-used by extremes of heat
or cold, dustiness, or chemical pollution of the
a.ir in mianufactuning places and mines, and in
tunnelling and quarrying operations.
(d) To control operations under abnormal air
pressures.
S To evaluate the hazards of industry for governmental
or insurance purposes.^
This school, v.’hich is one of ver^' fe\ in the coun-
try of this type, has done a noteworthy piece of work in
training personnel to take over positions of responsibility
in planning for the safety and: hea^lth of the workingman
under various ernplo^Tr.ent conditions.
1 Bulletin, Ilaim/ard Graduate Cchool of Engine erin," and
Harvard- School of Public Health : Cembridge
,
Hass.
1222, p. 1,2.

Most medical schools and colleges today have some
courses in hygiene and public health, a certain number of
lectures being generality directed to industrial hygiene and
dangerous occupations.
In June 1910, the first National Conference of
Industrial Disease (held in Chicago) v/as called by the
American Association for Labor Legislation. The President,
in his opening address, stated: "This is a v/arfare in which
science, labor, business enterprise, and government must all
unite. The Commission of Eno^uiry appointed by the Conference
estimated that the economic loss to the country through sick-
ness due to preventable causes amounted to $93,000,000 annu-
ally. In 1911, there vvere instituted a series of Annual
Safety Congresses. A year later a permanent association was
formed, known as the National Council for Industrial Safety,
which had a section on hygiene.
In 1913, the Massachusetts General Hospital,w'ith the
help of its Social Service Department, began a systematic
study of occupatione.l diseases. Under the direction of Miss
Ida Cannon, a full time assistant searched through the va-
rious medical records in their out-patient department to spot
out those patients whose occupations w-ere known to lead fre-
quently to diseases. She also investigated those cases in
which the physical examination suggested a possible relation-
ship between the m.edical sAnnptoms and the occupation of the
'•<
; f
."OO
0L3 ij-v.
’
-t-
a -
patient. The aims of this stua^'' were;
1 To gather material for the study of occupa-
tional diseases.
2 To prepare and submit to the physician in the
clinic the results of any intensive study of
a specia.1 case.
2 To educate patients concerning the dangerous
processes involved in particular trades and
the precautions that should be obser*ved.
4 To study where such personal advice needed to
be reinforced by legislation.^
Doctor David L. Esdall, supervisor of this resea^rch
project, stated the following year: "Since the ill effects
of occupations on health are more frequent and vauried tha.n
is generally appreciated or recorded in hospital histories,
it would be of the utmost value to the physician in his diag-
nosis and treatment (and thereby to the patient) to get more
definite knov;ledge of the patient’s work." he also further
said: "It would be important to collect accurate informa-
tion concerning occupational diseases in order to effect
necessary preventive legisla tion.
"
Ei=~ht Annual P-enort of the So cial Servic e De^t . of th e
TTassachus e tt s General Ho spital, IPIP
,
Boston: The Barta^
Press, If25, p. 8-10.
1

He referred to the case of a man v.ho had been
coming to the Out-patient Depa'rtnient for several years. His
chief and most inexplicable s^Tiptoms v. ere extreme nervous-
ness, lack of control of voice, fleeting memory and so forth,
for uhich no organic ca.use could be found. Ills condition
\.as diagnosed as neura.sthenia. It v/as onli’- after they had
learned that he was a gilder and was inhar'ling benzol and
benzine in the course of his \'.ork, that they were able to
explain his vsymptoms
. Upon their advice, the patient secured
other employ,TT.ent and after that the symptoms entirely dis-
appeared. :!any other patients were helped in a similar way.
Tire hospital accumulated a considerable number of
books and g-mphlets which were used as references. liembers
of the staff and miedical students began to engage in a study
of the specialized fields of occupational diseases. The de-
partment cooperated v'ith a Committee on Hygiene of Occupation
of the Woman's Municipal League. It prepared charts which
show'edthe various industrial poisons and their symptoms and
v.fhich aided in determining whether certain s^oiiptoms in pa-
tients V. ere related to their occupations. It distributed
these charts to various groups interested in industrial
health work. It also engagedin an education program to
teach both employer and em.ployee methods of preventing- indus-
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trirl diseases.
As : n out£:rb\ til of this p^rtici:l-:i‘ work oirinr the
prececiinr three peers, an industrif’l clinic was est.^hlisheo
at the Massachusetts General hospital in ’Gu-ch, If 16. The
clinic st-ff consisted of Doctor V/ade Wri^^ht, a salrried ’’"hp-
sician, I.Iiss Helen Bra.dfield, a full time social worker, i.iss
Cecilia Merkle
,
a volunteer assistant, and IHss D.uth Otis
Ensipn, e. salaried secretar^u
Fev, cases in the Cut-patient department, considered
hp the c.drsitting worker to be related to the patients ' occu-
pational hazards, were referred to this clinic. Also the va-
rious clinics transferred to it all cases of doubtful diapro-
sis in which the study of the patients’ occupational history
was important, and also those cases in which reports to tne
Department of Labor and Tndustrp' were recuired by law. A
large nuirber of V/orkrnen’s Compensation cases v. ere received
because of the importance of studying the incidence and caus-
es of industrial accidents and the economic and social prob-
lem thc^t these cases involved. Since its establishment, there
have been referred to the clinic about 4,0CC cases.
The clinic workers made a considerable number of
factory visits, not only for their o\.n instruction, but to
1 Finth Annual He’-ort of the Social, 3ex-/ice D e^t • of the
Hass General Hospital, 1914, Boston: The Barta Tress,
1925, p. 18-22.
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check up on the patients ' state:.. ents -nd to ascertain f.acts
hearinpon douhtiul cases. In -dcition, the clinic conduc-
ted research work in the field of industrial hypiene in in-
dustrial concerns outside of ^oston.
The clinic \;orkers f ctively coopera.ted with nuir.er-
ous apencies engeped in the promotion of industrial hyc-pene,
and the prevention of industrial diseases. This clinic is not
nov; in existence, hut its \‘ork has heen ahsorhed hy other
clinics in the hos“ital.^
During the year If IS, the Arr.erica-n I'edical Associ-
• ation of Industrial Physicians was formed, with the object
of stimulating scientific study and research in industrial
medicine, promoting health service in industr’^, and raising
the sts-ndards of the physician in incu.strial protection.
I'assachusetts
,
up to the year If 3d, had no estab-
lished governm.ental agency which dealt specifics lly vith
occupational diseases. The responsibility of taking care of
these problems rested \:ith the Division of Industrial Safety
of the Depa.rtment of Labor and Industries. This division,
since its establishjnent
,
had not had adequately trained per-
sonjiel to handle the situation, but was cognizant of the ra-
pid increase in occupational disea -es. In Iffl, the Commis-
sioner of L-bor, Sdv. in S. Smith, stated in his annual re’^ort:
1 Eleventh Annual Le'rort of the Soci-'l Sen/ice Dent, of the
!.!assachusett5 General Hospital If 1C, Dostcn: Tie Parta
Pi-ess, If25, p. 30,31.
i

"For rr.c-ny years or£;c.nizations interested in
tlie \;ork of the deprrtr':ent h^:ve urged the estah-
lishm-ent of f Division of Industrial Hygiene.
This vas not forthcoming due princiysll^.’’ to the
dem.'-.nd of governmental economy during the degres-
sion. However, none;'’ v?s received from, the Legis-
lature to 'Provide foi.’ the a^-^pointment of an occu-
pations.! hygienist
Hr. ilanfred 3o\.ditch, the newly appointed occupa-
tional hygienist of the division, stated in his 1£?3T annual
report: ”A recent recoi’d of raore than forty new poisonous
chernicals--forty new agents of disea.se-- in industry in a
single year is hut one of irahy proofs of the imperative need
of such work." He further stated in his brief survey of the
dust hazard:
"The great majority of giranite mienufacturers
have assum.ed an attitude of helplessness or utter
indifference. As a natural result, health condi-
tions have gone from bad to v;orse and insurance
rates have been upped until today the very exist-
^
ence of no sm.a.ll sector of industry is threatened.""^
In face of this situation, it was obvious that one
trained occupational hygienist could not possibly cope ade-
cuatelp' with the problem. In the spring of 1133, a series
of events including the publicized ca.se s of Taunton moulders
brought both the granite and foundry' problems sharply into
the legislative foreground and resulted in the appointment
of a Special Industrial Disease Commission com.posed of the
1 Annual Deport of the De"^t. of Labor and Industries, ISSl
Poston,I!assachusetts
,
p. 11,12.
Annual F.enort of the Dept, of Labor and Industries, 1232^
Boston ,IIassachusetts
,
p. 51.
2
J
Commissioner oi Lc.bor, the Commissioner of Public Health, the
che.irman of the lndustria.1 Accident Board, and the Commission-
er of Insurance.^ After an extensive investi,'"ation of the
granite and foundry industries, the Special Commission in its
report recommended that:
"Legisltition be enacted to provide for the es-
tablishment, in the Eepartm.ent of Labor and Indus-
tries of a Division of Occupational Hygiene v.-ith a
director, such personnel having special knowledge
of the causes and prevention of occupational disea-
ses, and such additional staff and facilities as may
be necessary to the efficient performance of its
duties, which shall be: (a) to investigate condi-
tions of occunations v.iuh reference to hazards of
health and to~ determine the degree of such hazards,
(b) to investigate and evaluate means for the con-
trol of such hazards, (c) to assist in the prepara-
tion of rules and reonlations for the prevention of
occunational accidents and diseases , and , (d) in coop-
eration v.ith the Department of P^jblic Health, to pro-
mote occupational health and safety education.
Following this report,
and insurance joined together in
vision be established. In 1934,
enacted a lauv providing for the
the forces of labor, industry
their demiand that such a di-
therefore, the Legislature
establishmient of the present
Division of Cccupationa'.l Hygiene.
!.h*. Llanfred Bowditch in a speech in Boston before
the Hassachusetts Safety Conference, on Hay 5, 1925, stated:
'”I"ne primary purpose of the Division of Occu-
pational Hygiene is to prevent occupational disease.
Because the responsibility for conditions of work
1 Chapter 42, Acts and Lesolves of 1922, Ha s sa chu setts
.
Report to the General Court of the Snecial Industrial
Disease Commission, Commonwealth of Ha.ss. 1924, Feb. p. 211.
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lies first of ell v.ith the employer, our most im-
portant relationship is v;ith the factory ov.ner.
Since' ours is essentia.lly an advisory rather than
a regulc.tory function, v;e are clothed with no pov.-
er to enter upon anyone's premises or to hail him
into Court for v,hat v/e find there.
What V. e are prepared and ecuipped to do is,
on receipt of an incuiry, from any source, employ-
er, \*orker, insurance carrier, or other apency, as
to the likelihood of hazard, to investipate and,
if one is found, to advise ? s to the most effective
a.nd economical \,'ay in \.hich it m.ay be controlled."-^
The present set-up of this division consists of a
director, a chemist, a sanitary enpineer, and two clerical
vorkers. "The chemist's service' is recuired primarily to
determine whether or not a hazard to the health of the indus
trial worker, due to toxic substances, exists in specific
cases. This m.ay involve analysis of a product in industry
to detect the presence of toxic inp-redients and imT^urities .
"
"Tne engineer is primarily concerned with control
of industrial hazards through general and localized ventila-
tion a.nd especially v:ith the problems of dust."''
In 1935, the Division reported that there \ ere 187
calls on the division for services. The principal sources
which have used their seim/ices have been emxployers, povern-
1 Bow'ditch, IT.: "Massachusetts Division of Occupational
Hygiene" Industry
,
p. 1, May 18, 19S5.
2 Elkins, H. 3.: "Chemical Work of the Massachusetts
Division of Occunations.l Hyg'iene"
,
Industr'',’’,r . 1, I.Ta.y 18,
1935
.
2 Lehmberg, \7. H.: " Engineering Work of Massachusetts
Division of Cccunational Hygiene", Industry, p. 1,
/ .1.0 « -Lo. •

mental agencies, and insurance organizations, individuals and
institutions in the miedica.1 and educational fields.^
The estahlishnent of the Division of Occupational
Hygiene can be considered ss a milestone in the field of pre-
vention in our State. Here for the first time governmental
agencies are using the scientific approa.ch to eradicate occu-
pational diseases from our midst.
1 Annual Report of the D ent, of Labor and Industries ,
I!assachusetts
,
p. 2.?5, 1025.

c:tapter 3
LEr-AL A!T AE!^INISTP.ATr/E ASPECTS
A. HEED OF FEGTT.^TIOTI
The question is often asked, and justly so, as to
v/hat part the courts play in the development of lav's a.imed
to protect the lives and safety of v/orkers in this country.
To find an answer to this significant question it seems
essential that v;e go back to the period when this country
was in the process of industrialization, when frontiers w'ere
being expanded, and new markets being sought for our ever
increasing ag'ricultural and manufacturing products. During
the early stages of industrial development, little consider-
ation was given b^’’ our industrialists to the sa.feguarding of
the w'elfare of their employees.
The industrial revolution in England and the sub-
sequent industrial changes which it brought there affected
the responsibilities of their industrialists and the rights
of their workingmen, developing a set of rules, practices,
and customs which later becam.e part of the English common
law. Out of these customs and practices, there evolved
court decisions end rulings which became precedent in cases
that followed in the Enf'lish courts.

The early settlers in our country na.turally looked
towards tneir mother country, England, for laws to settle
their o\.n problems here. Eurinp the early stages of our
economic development, English coimnon law, therefore, was our
principal £.*uide by which the rights of individuals were de-
termined. Commonwealth vs. Fnowlton, 2 Massachusetts, 550
at 554, the Court held that "our common law was the common
law' of England as our ancestors brought W'ith them. and... the
statutes then in force, am.ending or altering such of the
recent statutes as have been since adopted in practice a.nd
the ancient usages £iforesa id . . .
"
Legislation, it seem.s, has always lagged far behind
social and economic progress. This is as true today as it
was in the ea^rly stages of industria.l developm.ent. V/ith the
advent of the factory system in this country, la.bor found it-
self in a very unfavorable position. Very little v/as being
done to protect the lives and health of the working man since
the industrialist was bent on expanding his business and in-
creasing his profits.
"Thousands of workers were being injured annu-
ally ,... .and, as miany injuries w'ere inevitable, the
old talk of holding the employer liable only w’hen he
was negligent no longer had any place in civilized
communities. It w^as readily apparent that the com-
mion law courts w^ere not equipped to do justice to
the injured v;orker. There \/as a crovvding of the
docket, dela.yed jury trial was expensive, and most
of the time it was a miatter of years before a case
v;as reached for hea.ring. Justice delayed w'as
justice denied.

"Furthernore
,
the employer in fact v/as ^riven
four effective complete defences, and in only a
small percentage of cases v-as the injured v orkman
able to Vrfin his case. Thus a worker v,ho lost cn
arm or leg in industry could get nothing from his
employer if
(1) the employer was not negligent; or even if
the employer was negligent, there could be
no recovery if
(2) the emiployee in part contributed to his own
accident. Furthermore, the emiployer had a
defence if
(3) the negligence was that of a fellow servant
rather than that of the em.ployer himself or
of som^eone high in authority; and, in addi-
tion, the employer v;as bound to escape liabi-
lity if
(4) he could show that the employee assumed the
risk of the injury when he went to w'^ork.
"These four technical defences usually resul-
ted in the employer's wunning the case, and the em-
ployee's being thrown to chau'ity for support. In-
dustry destroyed the nian, and the public through
charity was compelled to take care of him.
"The legislature finally was made to perceive
the fundamental truth that industry should c re for
its own victims and the patience of the Federation
of Labor was rew;arded by the establishment of the
!i8.s'sachusetts Workmen's Compensation Act, to take
effect on July 1, 1912. This act has been in
effect ever since.
While the American Federation of Labor played a
Isrge part in putting: through this law, many other socially
minded groups contributed their efforts and shared in the
struggle
.
Jorovitz: Tl'ie Heed for an Exclusive State hand for
Injured Worker, p. 1,2.
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3. PK57/SN7IVS LEGISLATION
The evolution of industrial legislation, hovever,
W8.S a slovv* one because of the constant opposition by indus-
try vfnich Vvas able to use its financial resources to block
legislation aimed tovvards the improvement of v;orking condi-
tions. "Wevv machinery, new chemical processes, new forces,
such as electricity;' and compressed air, have been ceaselessly
developed, each involving its own specia.1 dangers. Compensa-
tion of the life, health, energy^’- of millions of wage earners
w'as not an individual question, it was a social question de-
manding social action."
"Legislative activities for the control of indus-
trial accidents and occupational diseases developed in all
important countries along four lines of attack:
1 Reporting of accidents and diseases.
2 Prohibition.
3 Regulation.
4 Compensation or insurance."^
The State of Ilassachusetts has modeled itself
\
along this line, being the first State in the Union to re-
quire the reporting of accidents. As ea.rly/ as IPll, legisla-
tion v.'as passed to prevent the transfer from worker to
1 Commons and Andrew^s: Principles of Labor Legislation,
p. 353.
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worker of tuberculosis and other infections by prohibiting
the use of shuttles oi* threads put in the mouth or touched
by the lips of the operator. During the same year a statute
was passed prohibiting the industrial employment of W’omien
for a stated period before and after child birth. In If12,
Massachusetts enacted legislation requiring reports on any
ailments or diseases contracted as a result of the nature of
the patient's emplo^nrient . It was also the first State in the
Union to provide a special officer whose duty it v/as to see
that its age restriction on the emplo^mient of children w'as
obeyed. The first law was passed in 1867 and since then a
number of others have been passed still further restricting
child labor in dangerous occupations.
In IflG a law was passed requiring that "all pub-
lishers and printers shall use cloths or other sanitary
materia.ls for cleaning their presses. A variety of law's
dealing with ventilation, lightning, drinking water, toilet
facilities, lighting, removal of dust, inspection of the phy-
sical condition of factories, a benzol labelling law, and a
department painting code, followed.
The most important and progressive step taken by
the Massachusetts legislators was the enactment of a law' giv-
ing to the Departm.ent of La.bor and Industries power to inves-
tigate and make reasonable regulations and orders for the

prevention of accidents and the prevention of industrial and
occupational diseases."^
This law came into existence beca.use it was found
through experience that legislators in their brief sessions
were unable to acquaint themselves with industrial conditions,
that new' rules arbitrarily imposed failed to meet changing
conditions, and that a long period of time would elapse be-
fore the state legislatures would convene to consider new'
miatters. "This new' m^ethod of regulating industrial condi-
tions through administrative orders...has resulted in pro-
gressive and accurate adjustment of factory inspection to the
changing methods and new risks that accompany modern indus-
try . " 2
C. WOHKI,TEN'S COTTENSATION
The Massachusetts Workmen's Compensation Law, when
enacted, appeared from its context to deal primarily w'ith in-
dustrial injuries as was commonly understood hy the public.
It seem.s doubtful that the legislators even contemplated in-
clusion of industrial diseases within the provisions of the
Act. This is dem.onstrated by the fact that occupational
1 Massachusetts General Laws. Chapter 149. Section 142.
2 Commons and Andrew's; Principles of Labor Legislation,
p. 420.
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diseases during that time received comparatively little at-
tention and the Board itself, which was designated to take
responsibility for this,v/as called the Industrial Accident
Board. Fortuna.tely
,
the llassachusetts Supreme Court inter-
preted the "personal injury" clause in the act most liber-
ally to include industrial diseases.
The question as to w^hether industrial diseases
came w'ithin the provisions of the Act w'as decided on Jan. 22,
1914 in the V;illiam Hurle Case, in which the Industrial Acci-
dent Board decided that an employee v/ho lost the sight of
both eyes as a result of an acute attack of neuritis induced
by poisonous coal-tar gases suffered a personal injury v;hich
arose out of and in the course of his emplo;';Tnent . The Court
held that this was an injury which entitled the petitioner to
compensation under the Act. It further stated that "at com-
mon lew' the incurring of a disease or harm to health is such
a wrong as to v/arrant a recover2/ if other elcm.ents of liabi-
lity for tort are present."
The Court cited a rjjmber of English cases v;hich in-
terpreted "personal injury by accident" in their Workmen’s
Compensation law to include such diseases as infections of
anthrax, bacillus from wool, heat from, a furnace, sunstroke,
and pneumonia induced by inhalation of gas. Since the v/ords
"by accident" were om.itted from, our act (distinguishing it
from, the English Act), the Court held that it "is significant

that the element of accident was not intended to he imported.^
In another leading case decided on Tiarch 3, 1914,
the Supreme Court of Massachusetts reaffirmed the previous
decision. The case involved lead poisoning. The Court said,
"Under the Act ’personal injury’ is not limited to injuries
caused by external violence, physical forces or as the result
of the accident in the sense in v;hich the v/ord is commonly
used and understood but under the Statute is to be given a
much broader and more liberal m.eaning and include any bodily
injury." Personal injury under our Act includes any injury or
disease v;hich arises out of and in the course of employment
Vv'hich causes incapacity for v;ork and thereb3'’ impairs the
2
earning capacity of tne employee.
As a result of the Supreme Court’s decision,
Massachusetts has been saved from the necessity of amending
the Act to include industrial disease, a problem v;hich today
is vexing ma.ny other states. In many of the cases that came
up before the Massachusetts Industrial Accident Board, the
members Vvere confronted with the task of deciding whether
certain injuries v/ere occupational diseases. This situation
was especially confusing to a lay board when there was con-
flicting expert medical testimony from physicians represent-
ing the injured Vi/orkmen and those representing the employer.
1 IrVilliam Hurle Case, 217 T!assachusetts
,
223.
Otto F. Johnson’s Ca.se 217 Mass. 388 at p. 3902

As B result of this situation, a lav; vas enc cted in 19"5 stat-
ing' that in the event an employee claimed compensation for
injury due to an industrial disease, the Industrial Accident
Board v.ould select from a list of registered physicians pre-
pared hy the Board of Rec'istre.tion in I'^edicine three impa.r-
tial physicians who v.ould act as industrial referees. These
physicians shaill also have the ripht "to ke such examina-
tions Ox the employee and caused to he ma.de such inspection
of the plcice or places of emplo;^mient as they deem.ed necessary
and shall report their diagnosis to the department."^ T!iis
law has and will undoubtedly eliminate an^’- end all possible
prejudices that me.y have existed in the mdnds of physicians
representing the various interests.
Although the Workr.ien’s Comipensation Act has given
to v\orkmen a certadn amount of protection and security, there
have crept in many abuses vhich have v/eakened the law and
deprived emiployees of its protection. AmiOn.g these abuses
one finds:
1 Bilatory tactics used by the insurance companies in
delaying compensation pa.yment b^- appealing from the In-
dustrie.! Accident Boa.rd to the Supremie Court, knov.ing
full well that they v.^ould lose there, has caused much
hardship to the injured employee and his dependents.
General Laws of T!e.ssachusetts
,
Chapter 152, Section 9 3.
1 Tercentary Edition,

•20
Attorney Ilorovitz, compensation expert, speakinrr re-
cently before the legislative committee ststed: "Be-
tween 1921 and 1923, 520 compensa.tion coses were dragged
through the Industrial Accident Board, from there to
the superior court, and from there to the supreme court.
The insurance companies can and do force the v/idow of
an industrial accident victim to go through all tha,t
procedure The difficulty is that, even if the widov;
wins her case in all the tribunals, the amount she can
collect is strictly limited by law. The insurance com-
panies go to the highest court for such vsmall sums as
025 and 0^8
.
2 The cost of workingm*en ’ s compensation insurance has
becomie so prohibitive that miany employees are no longer
receiving any benefits from the Act. According to some
of the testimony presented before the Special Commission
investigating Workmen’s Com.pensation, Silicosis and
Hazardous Employment, it was shown that the annual cost
to business and industry of workmen’s compensation in-
surance has increased from 2 million dollars in 1912 to
about 10 million dollars in 1938 with the result that
there hc-.s been a. tendency for em.ployers to abandon
workmen’s compensation insurance and to accept either
the risks of suits for negligence on the part of pre-
viously insured employees or to substitute other schemes
1
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for compensating injured employees entirely outside of
the act. In the £p?anite industry particularly, we have
a situation where the employers have abandoned the Act
and the employees today are no lonper insured. In 192?
when the Supreme Court declared silicosis to be a
"personal injury" amd within the meaning of the Act,
the cost of insurance to the granite industry was 4^ of
the payroll. Since then, insurance companies have
gradually increased the premiums and in 1932 the cost
of insurance in the granite industry" v/as $300 a year per
man plus 5% of the navroll.^
Employers have subscribed to the so-called Service Com-
panies to deprive many hundreds of thousands of employ-
ees in Massachusetts of the law'ful benefits i^rovided for
them and their dependents by the Act. Tne plan is des-
cribed by the Attorney General Department as follows:
"The em.ployer engages the ser^/ices of a "Service Company"
which contracts to a.djust all claimis arising a.gainst the
employer by reason of injuries to workmen oc curing in
the course of their emplo;/m.ent
. In order to sell such
services, these companies promise that the total amount
paid to the employees will not exceed the amount of pre-
miums the employers would otherwise be forced to pay if
Report of the Srecial P:ecess Commission Appointed for the
t^jirpose of Investigating V/orkr.en's Compensation, Silico -
s is, and Hatzardous Emplo:,niients
,
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1they insured afainst accidents v.ith an insurance comrany
reyularly enga^;ed in such business. If a v.orker is
therefore injured, the Service Cor.pany immediately sends
one of its employees to visit him end attempt to induce
him to sign e.vay his rights for the smallest possible
amount. Under the present laws of this Commonwealth,
there is no supervision over these settlement agreements.
The v.orker is generally forced to settle at a very low
figijre set by the ”3er"/ice Company", for he knows that
if he were to reject that offer and proceed to sue at
law, while he might eventually receive just compensation
for his injuries, nevertheless, he would in all proba-
bility lose his position, for it is his ovm employer who
pays this sum and not an insurance company.''^ Employers,
however, claim that their injured employees, under this
plan, received as good benefit as those subscribed by
the Act. They further asserted that the" Service Com.pa-
nies" kept down the number of claimis for injuries through
supervision of safety applia.nces and thorough, efficient,
and prompt attention to all injuries occurring at the
plant .
4 In addition, and as a part of the scheme, there is a
plan of partial insurance under which the emploj^’er him-
self meets Wiost of the initial burden of paying claims
1 Annual Report of the Attorney General of Massachusetts
1933, p. 8.
[
I
r
1

but is compensated under a stop-loss arranp-ement in
case of claims excessively larp'e in amount or number.^
5 Another m^ethod of insurance v;as taking out accident in-
surance covei’inp employees. These "self insurance
schemes" may, as it has been claimed, give to the in-
jured employee benefits as great or f^eater than under
the Act. Nevertheless, he v/as in the position of a
beneficiary relying simply upon the goodness and charity
of his employer. And if justice couldn’t be obtained
through this method, injured person was obliged to bring
suit, his only legal remedy being a common law action
based on negligence, often a very difficult thing to
prove .
"
D. PicOPOSED ATT) PENPIT-^n LEGISLATION
The Special Comjuission has, as a result of its
investigation recomjnended the following laws, which have
been made a part of the proposed legislation now pending
before the legislature*
1 Renort of th e ST^ec ial Ptec ess Commission Appointed for
the Purpose of Investig^atinp- Y/orkmen’s Comnensation
,
Sili cosis ^ and Hazardous EmrTo^,’rnents . Boston: Common-
W'ealth of Massachusetts, 1939, February, p. 9.
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1 "Making it compulsory/ upon employers to pay the benefits
pi-e scribed by the act and to afford the injured employ-
ees the right to resort to the Industrial Accident
Board and make certain that these benefits v/ere paid,
but leaving it open to employers to either insure or
not as they sav/ fit, so long as they gave satisfactory
proof of their ability to perform these obligations..."
The act, however, has exempted the following from the
provision of the Act: railroad employees, employers of
less than five workmen, all emiployers who pay a prem.ium
of over >3% of the payroll, professional persons who are
employees such as office clerks and similar occupations,
and persons in casual employ/m.ent.
2 Y/ith reference to silicosis, the Special Commission
recommended the following:
(a) Employee m.ust produce conclusive evidence that his
(or her) silicosis or occupational pulmonary dust
disease was the result of his emiployment with no
presumption in his favor.
(b) Compensation shall not be payable for partial in-
capacity.
(c) That the m.axim.um a.m.ount payable for total incapacity
or death sha.ll not exceed 03,000.

3 Provision for probing' all the rejected risks in order
to avoid large losses by c.ny one company.^
The signers of the minority report criticized the
proposals of the Special Commission as making the injured
Vvorkrra.n orse off with the proposed compulsory act than
under the present elective act. At present the aforemen-
tioned exempted groups are covered by the Act, and this pro-
posed lav; v.ould perrdt at lesist one-half the em.players in
Tlassachusetts to escape taking policies. The net result
v,ould be that thousands of employees would be unable to
collect compensation for their injuries and occupational
diseases. The report also criticized the "self iUsSurance”
plan because of the possible coercion of the em.ployee by
the employer to settle as cheaply as possible.
The LTinority report recommended that the legisla-
ture enact a compulsory act and create an exclusive state
fund: "that is, a single insurance com.pa.ny created by the
sta.te, and run under state supervision so that the employer
will be charged for only the actual cost of the com.pensation
payment plus a reasonable amount for overhead with no profit
from, hum.an misery."
"3ix states, V/asi ington, Oregon, Nevada, Wyoming,
Forth Dakota, and Ohio, have exclusive sta^te funds and the
1 Senate Bill Number 456
,
lie. s sachusetts: IP39
.

1
S' 36
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figures pi^esented shov that the state funds operate on an
avera.ge ot $1.07 charged to the einrlo2.''er for every dollar
received by the workman; whereas, in States where insurance
compc.nies write compensation insurance, from two to three
dolLirs is charged the em.ployer for every dollar received 'by
the workman."^
In addition to the lew's proposed by the members of
the Special Commission there are two bills now pending before
the Massachusetts Legislature; one
,
compelling employers to
file reports of all injuries, fatal or othen ise, received
by their employees in the course of their employments the
other, requiring sill employers who do not carry workmen’s
compensation insurance, to file s. report of that fact with
the department. The primary reason for this is to make m^ore
available, more accurate, and tabulable the statistical data
pertaining to industrial accidents and diseases.
1 Report of the Special Recess Commission Aorointed for
the Purpose of investigating Workr.ien’s Compensation,
Silicosis, c-nd Hazardous Emiplo:'-.’ments
, Boston; Common-
wealth of Massachusetts, 1C29, ?ebruar2/, p. 27.
iJlk

C'lAPTER 4
STATISTICAL DATA
A. TYPES OF DISEASES
For the annual period beg'inning July 1, 1934, and
ending June 30, 1935, there were reported for the State of
Massachusetts 676 tabulable occupational disease cases. The
following two years showed resnective increases in the number
of cases; namely, for the year 1935-6, 755 cases, and for the
year 1936-7, 350 cases. The types of diseases included were:
carbon monoxide poisonings, benzol poisonings, gas poisonings,
tuberculosis (which includes silicosis and pneumioconiosis) ,
poison ivy, lead poison, eczema, derraatitis, anthrax, and a
miscellaneous group of all other diseases resulting from in-
dustry. The ma^or industrial groups in which these diseases
arose were: agriculture, building trades, chemica.ls, clay,
glass, stone, clothing, food, iron and steel, leather,
licuors, lumber, m.etals, minerals, paper, printing and book-
binding, textiles, tr-^'nsportr tion and roads, telephone and
telegTa.ph, trade, professional and service.

B. EXTENT OF PP.03LSI,:
In chartinD- the distribution of the cases for these
years, there is evidence that the leather industry contained
the greatest number of occupational diseases cases. This in-
dustry reported for 19.‘^4-5, 112 cases, of which 104 v;ere from
dermatitis. The total dermatitis cases for that year v;as 341
cases. The following year the number of dermatitis cases was
460, and the year after that, it increased to 476. Each year
the leather industry contained the greatest number of occupa-
tional disease cases. The cause of injury in a large percent
of them was derm.atitis.
The next serious group of diseases is toxic poison-
ings, which includes lead, poison ivy, gas, benzol and carbon
monoxide. In 1924- 5 this group reported ISO, the follov;ing
year 218, and the next year 253 ca.ses.
Another importa.nt disease in industry is tuberculo-
sis (including silicosis and pneujnoconiosis)
,
reporting 21
cases in 1234-5, 38 cases the following year, and 70 cases
the next. These figures have been taken from the insured
group reported to the Industrial Accident Board. These
figures are not complete because undoubtedly there are mxany
cases occurring in uninsured industries as, for an examrle,
the granite industry which cannot today obtain insurance

because of the hi^'"h probability of the workincTnan incurrinr
silicosis
.
The extent of disability is measured by the depree
to v.hich the person is injured; namely, whether the disease
proves fatal, the patient suffers permanent total disabili-
ties, permanent partial disabilities, or temporary disabili-
ties. Also the length of time measured by dap^-s, weeks, or
months is used as a guage to determine the degree of incapa-
cit'',m and the amount of com.pensation to which the worker or
his dependents are entitled.
The following tables show the causes of injury and
the extent of disabilities caused by them. In 1G34-5, out of
a total of S76 tabulable injuries there were 9 deaths, two
perim.^nent total disabilities, 18 permanent partial disabili-
ties, and 647 tem.porary disabilities ranging from 7 days or
less upwards. The total number of days lost in that year
were 137,721. For the year 1935-6, of a total number of 755
cases, there were 8 deaths, ^ permanent total disabilities,
29 permanent partial disabilities, and 714; temporary disabi-
lities. The total number of days lost were 173,292. For
the year 1936-7, of a total number of 850 cases, there were

20 deaths, 2 permanent total disabilities, 48 permanent r^ar-
tial disabilities, 77? temporary disabilities. TTie total
number of days lost v>ere 308,761. A comparison of the total
number of causes reported in these three shov/ a.n upward trend,
particularly in the disease of dermatitis. In the year end-
ing Nov. 30, 1234, there were 265 cases of occupational
diseases investigated by the Massachusetts Division of Occu-
pational Hygiene. The following year 290 cases were investi-
gated, and the next year 229. In each instance the work
place was inspected and suggestion given to prevent recur-
rence. The statistical data obtained showed that in Massa-
chusetts the greatest loss in working days resulted from
dermatitis, tuberculosis (including silicosis) and industrial
poisonings
.
D. C03T OF COiTSI'TSATIOF
The total cost of compensation paid out and esti-
mated for Massachusetts for the yesiv 193S-7 w^as 0245,190.01.
The 576 ca.ses included in this sum. are divided according to
the various diseases. Included in this group, there w'ere 43
cases which were not insured under the V/orkmen’s Com.pensation
Act or in which full w^ages were paid by the employer. There
were 3 fatal cases which v/ere closed by lump sums. In 4 cas-
es weekly com.pensation was being paid to dependents. The

table indicates the extent of disability under each classifi-
cation and shoVvS the largest number of cases to fall v/ithin
the fToup of the temporary total disability and to be caused
by dermatitis. Under perm.anent total disability, v/e find
weekly compensation being paid in one case; under permanent
pa;.rtial disabiltiy, 32 cases closed by lump sums, and under
temiporary total disability, 78 closed by lump sums. Of these
50 were dermatitis cases. Tlie 18 cases in which total disa-
bility com.pensp^tion v/as still being pa.id on Nov. 15, 1937 are
classified as follows: dermatitis, 15; eczema, 2; and lead
poison, 1.
E. EI3TF:I3UTI0F BY 3EX A!T AGE
In considering the distribution of occupational
disease by sex and age, som.e interesting observations have
been niade . V/onien, as compared with m;en, suffer a grea ter
proportion of the dermatoses thsn they do of other occupa-
tiom.l diseases. In Ilassachusetts
,
the cases investigated
following reports by physicians treating them for the four
years 1931, 1932, 1933, and 1£34 showed that the proportion
varied little from 1931 to 1934. A strikingly larger pro-
portion of women than men are in the younger age groups. In
the period 1932 to 1934, 5% of men and 22Gi of wom.en v^ere less
than 20 years old. The preponderance of young women among

those suffering- from occupational diseases indicates the
seriousness of the situation, especially v;hen the particular
susceptibility of young v.'omen to certain of these maladies
is considered. In I'^assachusetts the manufacture of shoes
and other leather manufacturing accounted for the a-reatest
proportion of occupational diseases, both for men and v.omen,
but for a m.uch greater percentage of the v.omen thc'.n of the
men. On the other hcnd, a. considerably higher proportion of
the men than of the v.omen affected were engaged in the manu-
facture of textiles and clothing.^
Cf the occupational diseases menacing the lives and
health of our Tiassachusetts employees in hazardous industries,
silicosis seems to be the miost serious because of its effects
on the physical health of the injured employees, the perma-
nence of the disability, and also because the total amount of
insurance paid for this disease as veil as the inability of
the great number of employees to obtain workmen's compensa-
tion coverage
.
F . TAbULATIOI^S
The aforem.entioned statistical data will be found
in the following tables:
U. 3. Lept. of Labor, Wom.en's Bureau Bulletin jgld7:
Summary of 3tate P.eports of Occupational Disease s with
a Survey of Preventive Lep-islation, 1F2B-4, p.4-l07
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This
year,
as
well
as
last,
the
industry
“leather”
contained
the
greatest
number
of
injuries,
137
or
18.1
per
cent
of
the
total
occupational
diseases
and
“dermatitis"
was
the
“cause
of
injury”
in
123
of
these
cases.
The
occupational
disease
having
the
greatest
number
of
injuries
was
“dermatitis
,
with
459
or
60.8
per
cent
of
the
total
occupational
diseases.
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$.3,942.69
(19)
.411
Other
$200.00
(1)
3,742
.
69
(18)
49.22(3)35.45(2)59.02(2)
1,231.45
(7)250.00(1)
1,090.50
(2)
1,027.05
(1)
$.387.14((•» ,4nthrax
$387.14
(6)21.13(1)31.59(1)207.18(3)127.24(1)
$4.5,017.24
(346)
Dermatitis
$4.5,017.21
(346)26.18(2)
6.55.13(43)
1,462.73
(57)
1,784.44
(43)
6,451.83
(85)
7,942.11
(55)
9,044.72
(35)
9,067.04
(17)
8,583
.
06
(9)
lo
o
Eczema
$1,241.40
(4)45.60(1)75.00(1)300.00(1)820.80(1)
$5,412.79
(14)
LeadPoison
$1,114.20
(1)
4,298.59
(1.3)
1.99(1)
81.80
(2)
392
.
65
(4)
342
.
59
(2)337.00(1)
1,142.56
(2)
2,000.00
(1)
$3,716.21
(85)
Poison
Ivy
.$3,716.21
(85)
15.43
(1)371.24
(24)
718.01
(26)
427.15
(13)
1,095.95
(17)
551.86(2)536.57(2)
$158,102.89
(65)
T
uber-
rulosis
$21,937.
14
(10)
24,586.75
(3)
99.248.00
(43)
12.331.00
(9)
2.716.00(2)6.975.00
(4)
2.640.00
(3)
$14,911.11
(22)
Gas$14,130.00
(4)781.11(18)93.12(8)
103.94(4)72.00(1)282.99(3)229.06(2)
$6,611.53
(7)
Benzol
$4,041.96
(3)
1,200.00
(1)
1,369.57
(3)122.00(1)
1,247..
57
(2)
$5,847.01
(8)
Carbon
Monoxide$5,500.00
(2)347.01(6)7.71(1)
66.56(2)79.60(2)203,14(1)
Annual Report of the Tfe.ssachusetts Denartment
?,b="-n®hr-i for the year endingJune ^0, 1PS7, p. 19. ^
Compensation
Paid
and
Estim.\ted
Outstanding
on
Occupational
Disease
Cases,
by
Extent
of
Disability
and
Number
of
Cases
TO
Which
P.\yments
Apply,
.July
1,
1936
to
June
30,
1937

Table 6
COST OF CC!TFFSATIOII
A:T) ESTII'ATEE outstaiiding
FOR IMASSACHUSETTS
.tuly 1, 1926 TO JUld 30, 1927
DISEASE CASES COST
Anthrax 6 $ 287.1^
Dermatitis 246 45,017.24
Eczema 4 1,241.40
Lead Poison 14 5,412.79
Poison Ivy 35 2,716.21
Tuberculosis 65 153,102.39
Gas 22 14,911.11
Benzol 7 6,611.52
Carbon Monoxide 3 5,347.01
All other 19 2,942.69
Total 576 245,190.01
Source: Report of the Hassachusetts Department of Labor
and Industries.

'able 7
TIUT.TBEP. OF OCCITPATICFAI. bISTilASF CAGES
TAETHATED BY SEX
1931 1934
Year Total Yen Women
numb er ner cent
1931 447 375 72 IG.l
1932 345 235 59 17.1
1933 352 29B 54 15.3
1934 265 231 34 12.3
Source: United States Department of Lsbor
Women’s Bulletin iTumber 147,
1932 to 1934, Page 3.
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Table 3
TABLE SHOV/IFG THE
SEX AHD AGE
OF PERSOT'TS REPORTED KAVI!!G
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES
IF T-ASSACHUSETTS
FOR THE 3 YEAIiS EFDIFG FOV. 20, 1924
T.'TEF WOT.!E!I
TfJIBER PER CENT mSER PER c:
TOTAL c815 -- 147 --
not reporting o — —
total reporting 313 100.0 147 100.0
under 13 3 1.0 13 8.8
18 - 20 25 4.3 19 12.9
21 - cl 213 26.8 62 42.2
21 - 40 213 26.2 27 18.4
41 - 50 202 2^.3 22 15.6
51 - 60 99 12.2 2 1.4
SI and over 23 4 .7 1 .7
Source: U. S. Department of Labor, IVomen’s Bureau Bulletin
Funber 147, 19E2 - 1CP4, p. 9.

G. DESCHIPTIOF OF PFIFCTPAL LT3FAGE3
"Silicosis is a disease of the lung caused by the
inhalation of free silicon (silicon oxide Si 02 )* It is
essentially occupational and affects v;orkers in such various
lines as mining, excavating, metal grinding, sand blasting,
pottery making, vitreous enameling, and the quarrying, crush-
ing, and cutting of granite."^
"With the continued inhalation of this dust the
amount of scar tissue increases a.nd finally encroaches on
the normal air sacs to such an extent that the lungs cannot
oxygenate sufficient blood to supply the body’s needs. The
victim finds himself short of breath—at first only v/hen
doing heavy work, then at moderate tasks, and finally even
when at rest. Many cases of advanced silicosis terminate
with a tuberculosis infection. The more quartz dust inhaled,
the m.ore rapid is the disease’s development. A controlling
factor is the duration of exposure. Another major factor in
determining the amount of quartz dust taken into the lungs is
the concentration of dust in the atmosphere. There is still
another imiportant factor, not of the environment but rather
1 Special Industrial Disease Commission Report,
Massachusetts, Feb. 19P4, p. 8
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ol’ the individual. Tliis is the element of personal suscepti-
bility."^
*/
The v/riter has secured several actual case records
from the files of the TTassa chusetts Department of Industrial
Accidents, which will be cited to illustrate the sig’nificance
of the pi'oblerns presented. Tlie follovving; case illustra.tes
some of the factors that are involved in silicosis:
I'hr. 3. had been em.ployed in the shipping department
of a wholesale meat concern for 12 years when he was trans-
ferred in 122S to their soap powner m.anufacturing plant. At
the time of transfer he was enjoying good health.
On the second job he worked in a room, equipped with
an electrically driven motor w'hich mdxed the soap powder.
vVhen this m.ixer w's.s worked, the room, v'ould become filled with
a fine v/hite dust which would spread over the hair and clo-
thing of the mien and covered the entire floor. There \>as no
blower or exhaust system to draw^ away the dust in any of the
\.orkrooms, and as the m.en wore no masks, the dusts would get
into their noses, mouths a.nd throats. "Often it was so thick
you couldn't see your own hands", the employee stated.
Fellow workers observed that Pr. 3. V8s failing in
health, grov.ing thin and losing weight.
Greenberg, L.: "The Silicosis Hazard in American In-
dus tr2''"
,
Survey nrauhic . p. 665,566. December 10,.6.
1
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He became short of breath, developed a short hack-
ing cough, threw up mucous. At first he complained of head-
aches, and then a feeling of tightness. He could not do rauch
walking, especially when he climbed stairs . He could not sleep
because of his cough and got relief onl^^ when several pillows
were propped undei* his head. He began medical treatment on
Hov. 7, 1927, at w^hich time his personal physician made a
diagnosis of bronchitis and gastritis. Under medical super-
vision, he continued working and his condition improved suffi-
ciently for the doctor to discharge him three -months later.
On Oct. 2, 1228, Kr . B. returned to his physician, complain-
ing of similar s^-miptoms. The type of cough led the doctor to
believe that the man was developing tuberculosis, but the
diagnosis was still bronchitis. It w'as not until four months
later that the doctor suspected that the man’s condition
miight be due to his occupa.tion and- questioned himi as to the
type of w'ork he did and the conditions of emplo^mient. This
made the physician change his diagnosis to acute bronchitis
and possible silicosis.
In Hay 19S0, T.!r. 3. was taken ill v;ith lobar pneu-
monia. His convalescence we.s very slow' and he continued, to
sho\. m*ore definite s^/miptoms of silicosis. He returned to w'ork,
and on Pec. 4, 1931 was taken seriously ill a.nd died seven
day^s later of silicosis, leaving a widow w/ith two dependent
children. He wa.s 47 ^'’^ars old at the tim*e of his death.
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It v;a.B evident that, at the time of the onvBet of the
man’s illness, the physician was unav/are of the social aspects
of the case since he was treating the patient on the basis of
physical s^onptom.s only. In this connection it was interesting-
to note the comment of Doctor Henry H. Kessler that "Disease
and medicine are tw^o concepts that have profound influence on
our individual and collective Vvelfare. The values can only
be maintained effectively by having- them keep pace vvith the
general progress in society ..... Social medicine may be defined,
therefore, as the field of medicine v^rhich, viev;ing disease as
both social and biological attempts to determine the social
cause of disease and to devise social means of prevention,
cure, and alleviation. It is therefore a large field w^hich
covers social causation and diagnosis, social therapy, and
prophylaxis."^ In this case, had the doctor considered the
social implications from the start, Hr. B. m.ight have been
encouraged to change his occupation early enough to prevent
the progress of the disease and his life might have been
saved.
The industrial health inspector of the Denartment of
Labor and Industries testified in the case of Mr. B. that when
he first inspected the place in the early part of 1931, the
stock, the walls, and the machines were covered v;ith dust.
Kessler, H. H.: "Social Significance of Industrial
Medicine" American Journal of Public Health
, p 158,159.
February 1936.
1
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Although there was a dust collecting system on the premises,
it was inadecuate. V/hen the mixture used for this type of
soap powder was analyzed, it w'as found to contain 85% silica.
Follov^in^- his inspection, he ordered the firm to install a
dust collecting system. Vi/hen the inspector returned a few
months la: ter, he found the situation unchanged. He again or-
dered the employer to provide an adecuate exhaust system as
provided by law. These instructions were never carried out
by the company, as it tra-nsferred its soap pow'der department
to Sinother state. Another significant social point is borne
out in the action of this concern which was far more interest-
ed in profits than in protecting the health of its w'orkers
.
Moving out of the state solved the problem, for the concern
temporarily but evaded the legal responsibility and the moral
and social issues. This factory has created a similar situa-
tion in another comjnonwealth although Massachusetts m.ay be
temporarily free of this health mienace. Several other prob-
lem.s of social significance arise from such action, many work-
ers being thrown out of emp lo;j^’ment
,
or if tra.nsferred with the
factory, create a loss of purchasing power in the community
from which they move aw'ay. The Industrial Accident Board de-
cided in favor of Mr. B. 's v/idov/ e.nd awarded compensation to
her
.
In analyzing this situation from a social point of
vievj, it would seem that the evasion of the costs of an exhausi

5 ^.
system resulted in tlie losr of life, the expense of transfer-
ring an entire plant to a different comiiiiunity
,
possible unem-
plo 2,rm.ent for a number of people, financi-1 loss to the commu-
nity, the need for complete readjustment on the p? rt of the
employee's v.idov; and his dependents, in spite of the fact that
medical research and literature in recent years has shov.n that
such conditions can be controlled in certain industries v.here
dust hazards exist. A number of cases pertaining to silicosis
and pneijm-oconiosis in the granite industry in Massachusetts,
reviewed by the writer, show evidence of the some type of
symptoms, am.ong those affected in that industry, as we noted
in the case of !!r. B. T^ie granite industry on the whole
seem^ed to lock adequate protective devices for the elimination
of dust hazards. Although in many instances masks v'ere provi-
ded, the \.orkers found them too cumroersom;e and useless.
The problem of industrial toxicology is one vhich
places a great responsibility upon the state, the employer,
and the physician. The effects of industrial poisonings are
definite and m^ore is knov.n about the actions of poisons and,
thereiore, prevention is better understood than in dusty
trades. "The prevention of industrial poisonings is primarily
the task of the engineer, but the physician can alw^ays make
valuable contributions in this field, and in Vvell mianaged es-
tablishmients he is given a very important part to play.... A
gTeat deal of m^oney has been wasted by v, el 1-miearning employ-

ers who sought to protect .. .men. . . against poisonings by pro-
viding baths, lunch rooms, and clean overalls, and mouth
washes and such, instead of preventing the escape of lead in
the air the men were obliged to breathe.”^ Doctor Alice
Hamilton points out several vital factors which deserve con-
sideration in the attempt to prevent industrial poisonings.
She stresses the importa^nce of selectivity of employees,
which involves the determination of the specific hazard in
each job and the selection of individuals who are apparently
fit to be given the dangerous ones and of those who shall be
assigned only to the relatively safe jobs. Several factors
have to be considered in this connection, .such as race, youth,
sex, physical constitution. With these points in mind, it is
interesting to study the facets in a specific case involving
lead poisonings:
On April 12, 1935 the Industrial Accident Board
found that John Doe was totally disabled as a result of lead
poisoning arising out of and in the course of his employm.ent
at the Bell Motor Company, an automobile manufacturing plant.
He was 42 years old, m.arried, and had a w'ife and nine child-
ren. His salary at the time of his disability w'as $25 w^eekly.
Comipensation of $16.75 a w^eek v/as paid until June 8, 1936,
when the insurance company requested another hea.ring as to
1 Hamilton: Industrial Toxicology, p.l, 25.
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man’s disability.
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The employee testified that since April 12
1935 he had done no v ork except for o brief period of 32
hours at the plant, v.hen he v;as recuested by the insurance
company to do so. At that time he was given six different
Jobs but found the tasks too difficult and was let go. He
complained of pain in his neck, that his muscles were sore,
and thc.t he had weakness in the left arm. and constipation.
The insurance comipany doctor, who made the original diagnosis
of "lead poisoning”, was of the opinion that the emiplo;;’'ee w^as
no longer suffering from that disease. Althoufii, on examina-
tion, he found a smiall amount of stipling in his blood, he
felt that the m.an, inspite of his complaints, was able to do
some light work where he would not be exposed to lead. Doctor-
Smith, Wi’ho V'/as appointed by the Board as an im.partial physi-
cian to examine Hr. Doe, c^ave the follow’ing evidence, ”T be-
lieve that this man at present shows some vascular changes in
his left arm due to disea.se of the arteries. Probablv the
general arterial system, is suffering to a less degree. Also,
I believe that the urine shows some vascular changes in the
kidney as w.ell. In view; of the above, I feel that this m.an
is still incapacitated for w'ork because of his previous lead
poisoning and the prognosis is, at best, doubtful.” The
Board member ruled that, on the evidence presented, this em-
ployee v.as totally disabled for work as a result of his lead
poisoning injury of April 12, 1935 and the Insurance Comrany
v/as ordered to pay compensation.
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On Thursday Oct. 0, 1936, the insurance company
filed a claim for revlev/stating again the t the employee v.as no
longer totally disebled. The im.nnrtial physician re^^orted
that when he examined T^r. Doe, the man stated that he had made
no apparent improvement. lie compla.ined of his legs aching,
the pe in extending up to his hips and the left side of his
abdomen and also involving the back of his neck. During the
past suminer
,
he had worked out of doors as much as possible
in his garden, but found after working fifteen or twenty min-
utes thau he Vvould have to sit do\.n and rest because of gener-
al exhaustion. This exercise would also cause a sensation as
though his joints v.ere stiff and his "nerves pulling". Appa-
rently it involved his lower extremities, particularly his
knees, the most noticeably on some days v/hile on other days
he v;ould complain of his airnis . He believed his left arm. v/as
v.eaker than his right. His appetite was poor and he was some-
\.hat constipated. He slept poorly because of crarps in his
legs. Probably he had no fever although he described his
face burning occasionally.
Doctor Smith v;as of the opinion that he did not show
the difference in oscillation between the right and left ex-
tremities to such a degree as noted before ard he felt that at
least part of the changes v.ere functional and temporary and
probably of a spastic character, '^^e also stated that the m.an
was in better physical condition than when he had first seen

him 8.nd that he should, make a. fa.ii* recovery, physician
v;c-s still of the opinion that lea.d poisoninp was the most pro-
bable explanation of the man's present symptoms, because lead
poisoning; has a tendency to produce not only arterial changes
but to cause vasoconstriction in the acute stages. Of course
other poisoning miic-ht plcp'' a part, such as alcohol, but there
v.as no history of excessive use in this case. Doctor Smith
considered I!r. Doe partially incapacitated, but felt that
light v;ork would be safe and probably v. ould benefit him. The
Deviev.'ing' Boai*d affirmedathe decision of the single member and
ordered the Company to continue weekly pa;;,rn-ients . On Dec. 1^
^
1037, the case v;as heard again on the question of the em.ploy-
ee's incapacity. The Insurance Company's exar.ining physician
was of the opinion that there was no evidence that he was now
suffering from lea.d poisoning. He thought m.an had a low grade
arthritis which was g-iving him his stiffness and. symptoms.
He believed that Hr. Doe was suffering from compensation
neurosis which niade himi feel ill and that he would be miuch
better off if he did some light work, light enoug-h to build
him.self up and get back his confidence. The employee insis-
ted tha.t he was still incapacitated as he was unable to v;ork
with his right :iand. The Boa.rd's impartial examining physi-
cian partially substantiated the employee's claim. Tlie
Board was of the opinion that the em-'^loyee had earning carc-
cit;' of $15 a •'<. eek and the Insurance Comipany wa.s ordered to

pay partial compensation of tS.S7 a v;eek.
Aside from the problem of his loss of considerable
time from work due to his physical condition, Kr. boe presents
the problem of a person hose emotional attitude towards v. ork
has definitely cha.nged since his illness began. Apparently
those investigating the case hove been convinced thi t the nan
is no longer totally incapacitated since his compensation has
been drastically reduced- One v, onders then in what capacity
he can now function-. He a'nparently started out on his career
anxious to \'.ork hard andi to support his family independently.
As a result of the disease contracted, he seems to be vsuffer-
ing from some personality change, his attitude tovvaros v.'ork
being one of resistance, m.alingering?;, or fear. Obviously the
amount of compensation will be inadequate to meet the family
needs, and unless Mr. boe can intellectually and emotionally
accept the idea of returning to some occupation for part time
or lighter \.ork and can overcome his anx.iety about his condi-
tion, he may never be able to get himself to do any kind of
\,ork again. He seem^s to show already symptoms of neurotic be-
havior in this resnect. At this point it would seem that there
is need for tying up the men with some kind of case W' orking
agency or psychiatrist, whose function it w/ould be to help him
think through his problem and rea.djust him to his new situa-
tion. Consideration m.ust be given to man's miOntal attitude.
He is obviously faced with two alternatives; namely, to either

make the best ot his handicap and to return to v.ork, or to
consider himself incapacitated and to become completely de-
pendent on some a^^ency. This type of problem is one with
which society must cope and which requires a planned educa-
tional propram of rehabilitation, physically, mentally, and
emotionally.
Of significance also is the fact that lea.d poison-
ing was one of the earliest recognized of the specifically
occupational illnesses, and for years various m^ethods have
been tried to prevent workers from developing it. Because of
its recognized special dangers to vvomen, relatively few Vv-omen
are employed in those trades particularly hazardous in this
respect
.
"The unassailable point upon v;hich special
protection for women rests is the factor of maternity
...not only is the health of future citizens injured
by the exposure of women to industrial hazards but
the combined action of occupational influences and
the strain of pregna.ncy constitute considerable da.n-
ger for w'oraen. . . .In connection with the effect on
children of poisoning of mothers, lead has been
proved to be a specific cause of still births, abor-
tions and sterility." ^
Real prevention of lead poisoning necessitates at least the
reporting of all cases and periodic examination of w^orkers in
lead- employing industries. At the present time examination
is required in only six states, of which Massachusetts is not
1 U. B. Department of Labor, V/omen’s Bureau Bulletin
,
I'To.. 114. p.12,13.
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one. In numbers lead poisoning remains one of the principal
industrial illnesses affecting men and occasionally cases are
reported in women. The decrease in total number of men affec-
ted is less marked than the decrease in number of serious
cases. Acute attacks of lead poisoning, lead encephalopathy,
and lead colic were frequent occurrences fifteen or twenty
years ago, but now they are rare due to the earlier recogni-
tion of the malady and to sanitary progress in industry.
V.'liile the cases reported in women are few' in number, the poi-
soning may have most serious results. Moreover, it is true
in lead poisoning, as in other occupational diseases, that the
symptoms frequently are less clear-cut and specific and with-
out actually being forced to quit w^ork the worker suffers
from decreased efficiency in both work and social life. In
Massachusetts, the law recuiring labels on all containers in
which benzol is sold, is, of course, a crpeat protection to
both \.orkers and management. At least ignorance of the sub-
stance used and its dangers v/ill not be a factor in causing
benzol poisoning. This is the only state requiring such a
label, although there are probably miany other states v/ith
great exposure hazards.^
1 U. S. Department of Labor, Women’s Bureau Bulletin, Mo. 147.
Summary of State Deports of Occunational Diseases wuth a
Survey of Preventive Legislation
, 1932-4, p. 24,25.

Included amonp the serious toxic poisoninrs are
those connected v. ith the chromium plctinp industry. Tlie case
of Walter Smith is an illustration of this. In this situa-
tion, the employee testified that in 1927 he started to v. ork
for the James Pod and Peel Company. His v/ork consisted of
nickel plating and for the last three years he v;as doing
chrome planting, and thc.t is v.hen his troubles began. He star-
ted chrom.e plating in the spring of 1932 and it was in July
1932 that he had chromic acid poisoning. The chromic acid
ate into his middle and ring fingers and caused ulcers. It
took a long time for them, to heal. His face broke out short-
ly after. He ha.d trouble v.ith his fingers miore or less for
over a yeB.r although he v.orked all the timie . He received me-
dical trea.tment and in 1934 seemed to have recovered. Then
his nose and throat becarne affected from, the fum.es of the
chrom.ic acid: the fum.es heated the tissues in the nose,
throat, end larynx, and got into his lungs and caused him to
do miUch coughing and sneezing. He was taken sick on February
27, 1934 and had to quit his job. For five weeks he was laid
up. He had m.uch coughing, sneezing and soreness in the lungs
and lost nineteen pounds. On T!ar. 29, he v;ent back to work a-
gain, but not on the sarnie job. For three m.onths he was laid
up because he could not go back on his old job and there was
no other work he could do. The superintendent told him that
he could not return to the plating job because the insurance
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company would not insure then if he did. One day when he had
a coughing and sneezing spell he felt a pain and swelling in
his stomach. V.Tien he was examined hy his doctor, he was told
that he had a hernia which v/as brought about by violent sneez-
ing and coughing. Chest ray examination revealed mottling
from the right apex to the third rib and mottling from the
left rib to the fourth rib. There was some question as to
w'hether this condition resembled tuberculosis or silicosis.
But since his sputum was negative a diafnosis of pulmonary
tuberculosis could not be m.ade. Tlie miedical evidence showed
that he v/as a sick man and needed medical treatm.ent because
of his condition brought about by chromic acid poisoning.
The emiployee hasn’t worked since June l?-?4. The Board m.ember
found that he was totally disabled as a result of his injury,
to w'it, chromic acid poisoning. Since his average v/eekly
wage was $18, compensation of $12 a v/eek was granted.
A recent symposium on health at Tlar\''ard School of
Public Health v;as unique inasmuch as it treated primiarily of
industrial health and less of industrial efficiency through
health. Doctor Lawrence T. Farhall, assistant professor of
physiology’’ at Harvard, pointed out the hazard to workmen of
toxic fumes given off in chromium plating, an industry intro-
duced to the world in 1927. Painful skin afflictions known
as" chrome ulcers" and caused by the action of chromium com-
pounds on broken places in the skin, were said to be a
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dc'.ngerous result, being more prevalent in chromium plating.
For instance, a chromium v.orker is exposed to spray or mist
carried into the air by bursting bubbles over the plating vats.
Doctor Farhall recorded that because of the rapidity vith vhich
ulceration appears, the labor turnover in this industry is said
to be high.^
Doctor Farhall ’s statement regarding the rapidity of
the development of this particular disease is corroborated in
the case of Walter 3m.ith, who started to v/ork in the industry
in the spring and had already'’ contracted chromium poisoning
by July of the same year. The total length of his emplo^mient
in that industry including the illness period was a little
over tVv'o years. Tliis is a very short span in the work life
of an individual and incapacitation at this rate in young
people will certainly leave a large group relegated to the
scrap heap long before they should be ready to retire from
industry. Considering the various t;^T®s of toxic poisonings,
we must remember tha.t all people are inhaling certain t\g^es
of poisons, whiich, however, are not harmful because of the
small quantities breathed in. One must also take into con-
sideration the susceptibility to poisonings since all persons
do not react to foreign substances in the same way. For ex-
ample, ammonia is constantly used for cleaning and other
1 Current Events Section, Current History
, p.30,
October, 1936.
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household purposes v.ithout hrrmful eftect-s. In addition to
the poisonous substances that are breathed in and taken into
the body, it is evident txhat many oi the poisonous substances
are found in the material handled, in the pr-oducts, in the
tools c’.nd in the \-orkshop.
Dermatitis, as already mentioned continues to be the
most common type oi industrial ailment reported afiectinp both
women amd men. Dermatoses constituted between 93rS and 94% of
all womien's cases in Ilassachusetts in 1932 and 1933. In
Massachusetts, such diseases were from well over half to
about tw'o-thirds of male cases. The fact that the hands are
so comumonly affected is of the ^T^eatest importance since
their use in the regular woi’k is impossible until a cure is
effected. Even aside fromincapacity of the hands, success of
the cure (of the rash) usually depends upon removal from
exposure to the irritating cogent until healing is complete.
The fc. ct that hands are so commionly affected also suggests
that certain m.ethods of hygiene such as the use of rubber
gloves and hand lotions might be effective preventives.
Length of disability is usually from one third of a month up
and in many cases w'orkers are disabled for over three months.
The length of disability could be controlled to som^e extent by
employers if they would check upon the appearance of rashes
requiring the affected person to stop work, report to the in-
vsurance company at once, and have immediate treatment given.
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Workei’s sliould not be allowed to return until the skin is
entirely cleaned up. Further checks should be iLode after
return to work because the skin may become sensitized so
that even slipht exposure will cause a return of the infec-
tion. Second attacks usually a.re more serious and difficult
to cure than the first. Because of the ma&Tiitude of the
problem of control of occupational dermatoses, it is essen-
tial that they be completely covered by the workmen’s comi-
pensation provisions. Prevention of industrial skin infec-
tions is furthered by the knowledge of occupation of the
injured and of the irritants which caused t::e se skin diseases,
and which is availa.ble.^
Of the 133 women’s cases in Massachusetts from 1932
to 1£34, “42 were engaged in shoe manufacturing. Cleansers,
inks, and dressings containing shellac, ammonia, naphtha, w^ood
alcohol, cement and dyes were the irritating factors. Fiubber
manufacturing caused IS of these cases; tanneries, 17; elec-
trical mianui a. ctaring, 9; food, 9; textiles, S; ma:.chinery and
parts, 6. No jther one industry reported as many as S cases.
In each case investigation was made of the plant, substances
used, \.ashing facilities, and methods of handling materials.
The importance of we.vShing xrecuently with mild soap and w^ater
1 U. 3. Dept, of Labor, Women’s Bureau Bulletin, Fo. 147.
Summary of State Henorts of Occupational Diseases with a
Suim/ey of Preventive Legislation . 1932 - 1934
.
p . 1*^- 13
.

o erzT'hv.^ izea . V/yierev.here irritatin^r subsV. nces were used wc . _
airiincnic.
,
n? phthc
,
and f'a.soline were used, eir.plcyers \.ei-e ad-
vised to use olive oil or cold creai:. after a careful v.rshinp’.
Cne pliase of occur: tional hyriene which cennot he
overlooked is the effect of the "s^eed up system" in industry
on the physical end m.ental health of the v/orkinp m.en. It is
evident that the speed, at which the em.rloyee is forced to
\.ork in some of the fa.ctories, creates a tremendous strain,
wears out his body, induces fatigue, and shortens his work
span.
According to 3ir fhoinas I.egge, fatigue resulting
from; undue speeding, prolonged hours of work, improper li^'ht-
ing, excessive temperature and humidities, unsuitable accom-
m^odations, nagg'ing foremen, and excessive noises, rarticular-
ly v;hen long sustained, rrom.otes irritability
,
dissatisfac-
tion, low- m.orale, and absenteeism. The combination of these
conditions together v/ith the harm; arising from certain non-
industrial factors, such as hom.e conditions, including food,
sleep, worries, discontent, m^arital condition, alcoholism,
infection, recreation, leisure and financial status, may
readily lead to a pathailogic degree of industrial fatigie.
Telegraphists ' cramp, writers’ cramp, hammermen's
cramp, and twisters’ cramp, are some of the commonly known
occupc.tional neuroses. These conditions : /ise from constant
reretition of "the same act vhere the muscles concerned are
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subjectec to prolonf ed. rpther tlic.n intermittent str: in. They
are complicated, act.9 perfected by education and prrctice.
These neuroses are the results of tv.o factors, one a nervous
instr'bility of the operator, a.nd the other the occurrence oi
pi'olonped fatigue durinp the complicated muscular movements.
Spasm, tremor and \'eal-cness are pi’esent, but muscular wastinr,
si^Ti of paralysis and neuritis, are absent. Only rhen the
affliction ha.s la.sted for years does the instability of the
muscles of the affected limb lessen.
These conditions are more likely to develop in
individuals of neurotic a>.nd anxious temperaments than in the
robust because of the fact that in persons of neurotic or
anucious temperam^ent the central nervous system, fails to co-
ordinate the miuscular miovement and prognosis is ba.d unless
working conditions are altered.
The Comjmittee on Industrial Fatigue of the American
Public Health Association has recommended that further re-
search is necessary to differentiate between those conditions
which originate within the working environment and those aris-
ing fromi without. It suggests that such research study
should be in the hands of experts including psychologists,
physiologists, clinicians, neuropsychiatrists, and actuarians
or statisticia.ns versed in assembling and interpretting
medical sta;.tisties . ^
1 Legge; Industrial Maladies, p. 15P-199.
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3CCIAL TFEITG
A. FE\/EL0PI:ETT’ of GOCIAL irTEREG'^3
A'T3 C0T3XTITY FEGFOrSF^ILITIES
Years ago very little v.as knovn, even by the rnecli-
cal field regarding the industrial causes of disease. As
society developed a. greater awareness concerning this problem
thei*e became apparent the need of legislation to enforce in
industry'" the adherence to even the m.ost rudim.entary princi-
ples of hygiene.
When the ocnpa.tional hygiene movement was started
in this country, legislation was forced upon the employer in
order to carry out certain regulations as to conditions of
labor. There was little evidence of resronsibility assum.ed
by the individual emplo^^er himself, and the workei-s showed
strong resistance to medical examinations for determining
their fitness to work at certain trades or to continue employ
mient when their hesilth bega^n to fail.
However, since legislation is never a substitute
for education, and people learn best when the need arises
wdthin themselves, it was evident that there W'as much need
of social reform amd social planning in the field of occupa-
tional hyg:iene. Throughout the years, m.any health and

72r
\.elxr.re agencies, both rublic and private, 1-bor organiza.tionc^
educationnl, insurance and other groups have attempted to en-
list the interest of the nation in protective measures and
security programs for the working man. They were av/are of the
many instances of neglect a.nd short sightedness existing
among our most intelligent citizens, and were most eager to
enlighten them..
The lag in development of public health work in the
•industrial field was due mainly to the general confusion in
the minds of the public as to the value of contributions from
the medical field. There was also ]a. eking a real public in-
terest in health from the stfmdpoint of prevention, its merits
having to be proved before the public would accept it.
This \as no easy task for the pioneers in the field
of health and occupational hygiene, who la.bored incessantly
to accom.plish what administrative mieasures had failed to do.
It was recognized that administrative measures, m.aterial im-
provements and social reform, must be completed by the teach-
ing of hygiene, which has for its object reform in the manner
of living, and which can be effected only by a verita.ble
propaganda campaign amd the inspiration of an ideal.
B. Pr.CPIA^^S OF 3CCIAL rLAnTTPG
In considering the contributions which have thus
far been made in programs for reform, we find that the field

12
cf socicl work has attemr-ted to improve occupational stand-
ards fromi the physical, environmental, communal, and mental
hy^'iene point of viev;. Social work proups have f;iven the
problem of industrial hymiene an important place in their
programs. Among these are the local and national conferences
of social work. The Russell Sage Foundation v.as established
in April 1907, Vvith an endov-ment of about 15 mdllion dollars
to be used for "the improvement of social and living condi-
tions in the United States of America”. This organization
publishes books, provides bibliography
,
conducts social sur-
veys, and issues reports on all phases of labor conditions,
as well as on all other social problems. Its work covers
such matters as hours of emiplo 2,m"ient , employees’ representa-
tion, labor agreements, labor legislation, housing conditions,
medical care, unemployment, and relief. The w^ork of this
agency helps to correlate the functions and achievements of
the various social, medical and industrial groups, bringing
about constructive progT^ess in their individual development
and cem.enting stronger bonds of cooperation between them,
v.hich in the long run bring safety, pTe? ter security on and
off the job, and more comfort in his general surroundings to
the working man.
The Survey and the Survey Graphic, journals of
social interpretation, the American Uournal of Public Uealth,
and other periodicals, devote a grePt deal of space in their

publications to tbe problems of industry and L^bor.
Vocational placement and adjustment services, vdiich
are today a vital pai’t of the family agencies, have been mak-
ing an important contribution to the employee, \;ho, for any
reason, may need vocationa.1 guidance. The socia.l case v.orker
contacts employers about possible jobs, interprets her vork
to industry, gets information aind details about the vrrious
occupations and checks u.-;" on trc ining; cp:^ortunities . ^
Cf gi-eat value in the field of occuprtionr 1 hygiene
is the rapid stride \.hich industry itself has rsade in develop
ing standards of medical supervision and service v.ithin its
plants. Just as all social change comes abou.t first through
slow acceptance of nev; ideas, the industrialists are realiz-
ing more end more tha.t the keej)ing of workers physically up
to par through regular medical supervision, preventive treat-
mxent, nursing care, and hygienic emplowient conditions pays
themi dividends. They find that these higher standards not
only benefit the worker, but 'incidentally crea.te more effi-
ciency, reduce cost of compensation insurance, and also re-
duce the length of absenteeism among the employees.
Today, industry is actually conducting a superior
type of medical and nursing service v.ithin the plants and ex-
tending it into the homes of the employees. The size and type
1 ITewman, I. A.: "Vocational Adjustm.ent 3ers/ice in a
Family Agency", The Family, p. 5d-53. April 1937.

of personnel mnkinp- up the medical and nursing staff depends
a £Teat deal upon the size of the plant, its proximity to out-
side m.edical care, the nature of the work, and the amount of
hazard involved. In some instances, several sm.aller plants
have grouped together to establish clinics and provide miedical
care. This was necessary since the per capita cost of m.edical
services increases directly in proportion' to decrease in the
number of emiployees. Som.e of the sei'vices to employees in-
clude routine physical and laboratory examinations, teaching
of cautionary measures. X-ray work, visiting nursing care,
dental work, including dental hygiene, examination of eyes,
and a number of other types of care. Depending upon special
m.edical services indicated, specialists in various fields are
called in, as for example, the derm.atologist
,
chiropodist,
physiotherapist, X-ray, and laboratory technicians, etc. A
la.rge mid-western railroad em.ploys a variety of consultants,
which cover a number of specialized medical fields.
Two large departm.ent stores in New York City employ
psychiatric workers, and somie concerns are doing work of a
psychiatric nature among their employees, either employing a
psychiatrist or paying for his services on a case basis. A
plant manufacturing electric equipment has a clinical psycho-
logist. Thus mental hygiene has gained som.e foothold in in-
dustry throughout the country.
The industrial nurse, having the first and closest

contact v.ith the employee, both in the factory and in the
nome
,
he.s an excellent opportunity to become acquainted with
his personality, his environment" 1 situation, and his prob-
lem.s
. If she is \.ell trained, she can be of tremendous ser-
vice in nandlinr his health problem in relation to his econom-
ic and social situation. The Ih-tional Organization for
P^iblic Health Ihirsing is preparing the industrial nurse in
the Trinciples of public health nursiny and administration,
psychology of planw relationships, industrial hyriene, sfifety,
sanitation, industrial relations, and field work. Like the
medical social vrorker in the hospital, she acts as intermedi-
ary, in this case betw'een the industrial manayer of the plant,
the medica.1 supei"'/isory staff, and the workers’ yroup, and is
in c(. position to m.ake suggestion for the improvem.ent of sani-
tation and hygiene, and for the introduction of advisable
imiprovements
.
Let us now consider the place of the physician and
medical groups in the field of industry. Ho longer is m.edi-
cal service confined only to taking care of injuries received
in the course of employment. V/ith the development of mtedical
science, emxhasis is being placed m.ore and more on the pre-
ventive aspects of their work in industrial plants and the
conservation of the health of the workers.
Tae Livision of Industrial Hygiene of the Hatiorrl
Institute of Hea.lth in V/ashington, P. C., is vitally inter-

ested in this problem. Also the AmericPn Pi.iblic Health Asso-
ciation made studies on industrial hygiene problems, includ-
ing such matters as ventilation and atmospheric pollution,
and suggests standards of analyzing and examining dust a.nd
air. It also studies public health pi*oblems, engineering and
industrial sanitation niethods, lead poisoning, and industrial
hea.lth appraise Is
.
Another interesting project is the American liuseum
of Hygiene conducted under the auspices of the American T'use-
um of Health, which was incorporated on Lee. 11, lfc7. liie
principal office is in Hew York City and the work of the Hu-
seum is primarily educa^tiona.l in nature. Its incorporators
were members of the Advisory Committee on Hedicine for the
'’e\. Y'ork loi'ld's Fair. It conducts exhibits in different
cities amd in some places houses its works in the Huseu.m of
Science and Industry.^
Tloe industrial physicicin, in addition to his gener-
al m.edical background, miust have snecial knowledge of employ-
ment miethods, industrial relations, ocnpational diseases,
working conditions, £.nd social problemis. In addition to the
university courses in industrial medicine " nd hyg:iene avail-
able, the I'ledical Committee of the International Association
of Industrial Accident Hoardis and Commissions has taken an
active interest in encouraging standards for the te-^'ching
Annual Peport of the American Public Health Association,
American Journal of Public Health, p. C0,C1,1CC3-1CCC
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of industrial niedicine in medicc.l schools.^
The medical social v. orker, v.'ith her medical a.nd
case v.ork kno\.led£:e, is able to evaluc.te certain factors
pertaining to the effects of the industrial disease on the
client's social situation, his personality, and his inter-
persona.l relc' tionships
,
useful to the doctor in evaluating
the medical a.nd psychiatric factors and in establishment of
a diagnosis end prognosis. The worker, because of her rela-
tionship with the client, is able to help and plan with him
methods of manipulating environmental factoi*s so that treat-
ment ma^y be facilitated. For example, she maw,' assist a cli-
ent in chamging xiis employment and accuainting him. with
stc.ndards of hygiene. 3he can contribute gneatly to the
study and research on industrial woisoninf's and disea.se bv
virtue of her training, experience and understanding.
The Massachusetts General Hospital has devoted
much time to the study of the problems of occupationa.1 hy-
giene, contributing a wnalth of information, a professional
point of vie\.
,
a keen analysis of the factors involved in
these situations, and highly constructive suggestions as to
further pfanning
.
Miss Antoinette Cannon, instructor in the Hev. P’’ork
School of Social P'ork, and herself a. medical social worker of
experience, says "Social workers can help in the developm.ent
1 Hc.tionel Industrial Conference Hoard, Tnc : T.edicrl
Surervision and Ser'/ice in Industry, p. 1C-C5.

of a iier 1th rropram both individur lly rnd collectively. A=?
individuals, they can take pains to understand the issues and
they can acvise on the Irs.minp oi v.orkable plans, looking to
the maintenance of both cua.ntitative and rualitPctive stand-
ards and to loca.1 as well as national responsibility. They
can make these sta.ndards and these responsibilities clear to
the community in the \.ty they take part in carrying out plans
after their institution.”^
As a result of the various educational proc-rams
conducted throughout the country, the workincauan in industry
is slowly bec'inniny to realize the personal value of repalar
medical sup excision and x^edical service a.s a means of safe-
guarding himself and his family. Instea.d of fearing' tnat dis-
covery of illness will make him lOvSe time from v ork and
sa.lary, he thinks m.ore a.t present in terms of improving nis
ov.n health and correcting his physical ailments.
C. TFcS!T: TCh/vT-TS CErTKALIZATIOr
UITIT. A^’SFICES
It is important, in order to gs.in an understanding
of the social significance of the occupational hygiene m.ove-
ment in the Commonwealth of Passachusetts , to first review^ the
social trends,both national and local,which h.ave contributed

not only to the existing programs, but also to pending acti-
vities, current thinking in relation to the problem, and fu-
ture possibilities in the Field.
Arising out of, and encoura.ged by, the general in-
terest which has for years been manifested by the nation as a
v;hole, and by groups engaged in social \velfare, educa.tion, and
industrial reform, the national government has become much
miore conscious of the needs of the \vorkingma.n in respect to
safeguarding his health, his comfort, and even his very life.
It has accepted as its res'^onsibility the organization, plan-
ning, and financing of health and welfare programs, as evi-
denced by the Social Security Act, passed in August 1935,
which includes in its program protection of the rights of the
unemployed, promotion of industrial hygiene, control of tuber-
culosis and health education.
Immedia.tely after the passage of this act. President
Roosevelt created the Interdepartmental Committee to Coordi-
nate Health and V/elfare Activities. The chairman of that Com-
mittee is Josephine Roche, LL.D., formerly Assistant Secretarv
of the Treasury; the other members are the Undersecretary of
Agriculture, the Assistant Secretaries of the Interior and
Labor, and Hr. Arthur J. Altmeyer, Chairma.n of the Social
Security Board. This Committee undertook to explore its prob-
lem's through a number of technical committees which miade ex-
tensive studies of the health practices and needs of the

SI
country. Their report .. .when approved by the President...
v;as submitted before a public conference called in V/ashinyton
in July, 193S to analyze the problems and to discuss the
recommendations
.
Amiong the proposals were included suggestions that
Federal action be taken toward the developm.ent of disability
compensation, that is, benefit payments to insured workers
who are temporarily or permanently disabled. This recomjrend-
ation contemplates insurance a.gsinst loss of wages on account
of disability. Under the present Social Security pro,gram,
millions of Vvorkers may count on some continuance of partial
incom.e in lieu of their regular v;ages when the^^ become unem-
ployed and are able to work.
Under the V/orkm.en's Compensation laws, most of the
v/orkers are protected against v;age loss resulting from acci-
dent or injury arising- out of emplojmient
,
but generally they
ha.ve no protection against wage loss resulting from non-indus-
trial sickness or accident. A limited number of workers do
have som.e such protection through voluntary insurance schem.es,
commercial or non-profit, but they are a small minority in the
total.
T.!uch thought and attention is being given to the
question as to where the primary responsibility should be
placed. Should such adm.inistrative responsibility reside
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priiric-.rily v. ith the he? 1th or the v elfare authority?
In 1C28, our present V7a^es and Hours Act va.s
passed. This established a base belov; which v.ap;es could not
drop and a ceiling above \,hich hoursof work could not rise.
This law also prevented industries engaging in interstate
comraerce from employing children under 16 years of age, the
health of the children being paramount in the eyes of our
legisla.tors . The act tends to improve the financial status
of the employee, thereby raising standards of living
ing them more leisure and greater opportunities for
ment of the general physical health of the worker.
The health problem, however, continued to
the interest of all socially minded groups v.'ho were
I
,
permit-
iraprove-
ab s orb
interest-
ed in reducing mortality rates and effecting' adecuate health
prograns for not only industrial workers but also for all who
cannot afford to provide the best kind of necessary medical
care, which of course includes members of the families and
the dependents oi industrial workers.
While everyone has been obviously concerned vdth
the he? 1th needs, of the rn-tion, thei e has been a great de'
1
of controversy over the m.ethoc.s of dealing with the problems
presented. A sincere desire on the part of vaarious groups,
including socially minded physicians, for som.e delinite
Altmeyer, Arthur d.: '’The national Health Conference
and the IbJture of Piiblic Health”, America.n Journal of
Public Health
,
1-7. January, 1C2S
.
1

National Health pron^am culminated in the Nationa.1 Health
Conference called by President Roosevelt in July, 1RC3.
The Technical Committee on liedical Care of the In-
terdepartmental Committee to Coordinate Health and Welfare
Activities presented si proyram to the President on Februiary
14, 1928, in which ’’for the first time we have a comprehensive
plan to improve the nation's health. .. .The recommendations
cover Federal grants to States for prevention and care of ill-
ness V, ith attention to the needs of the dependent, medically
needy, and self-supporting persons in the community. They
include expanded public medical services in the States, the
develcpm.ent of health insurance in the States, the insurance
agatinst loss of wages during sickness."'^
This national health program has been given definite
support by organized le.bor, physicians and social workers.
Although there has been somie opposition from the Am.erican
Medical Association to the recommendations for health insur-
ance, with the claim that any interference by the Federal
Governr;.ent would disrupt the relationship between the doctor
and his patient, there are indications which point to the
fact that some legislation will be adopted in the near future
w'hich will incorporate at least somie of the recommendations
of the Technica.1 Committee. Unquestionably, the results will
1 Cannon Antoinette: ’’Public Health. The Challeng-e to
Social Work” Social W’ork Todays p .7 .December , 1923.
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mean favora'ble m.eosures r. iued to further the v. elfcre of the
avero£‘e Ar.ieric^'n Y’orkinf; r.rn end \.oman. V7e thus see nation?
trends in industrial health and v. elfore ]sro'blems ra^'rkin^' a
turning roint and moving in the direction oi centralization
in the hands of the Fedeial p--overnment
.
1
In our own Comreonv. ealth, a minirium \:cge and hour
lav, for \.omen and children has heen erected and a "la.hy
V.agner Act”
,
pattei-ned after the national V/ayes and Hours lav;
is heinp considered by the Legislature, he a.lso see in I.lassa-
chusetts further evidence of the trend tov.ards centralization
as shorn by the action of labor groups urging the enactment
of a. state \,orkrnen's compensa tion fund \.hich the proponents
claim is the only method that v'ill reduce the high cost of
industrial insur.ance.
In i.fessachusetts
,
also, v;e have seen deiinite steps
taken by the Legislature, the Dere.rtment of Labor a.nd Indus-
tries and its various divisions, including the Livision of
Industrial Safety and the Livision of Occupation hygiene, to
reduce to a minimum the industrial diseases themselves and
to eradicate, as far as possible, the factors contributing
to their development. Lvery possible type of administration,
engineering, a.nd laboratory experiment kno\;n to science is
being used to protect health a.nd life. Statistical data has
shorn that v.e compare very favorably with other States in the
pro£{ress made to avert occupational hazards. Credit should
be given to the Livision of Industrial Safety for enforcing
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the l£.bor Itv.s and to the Division of Occupational Tlypiene
for its v.ork in the field of "prevention and education. It
ha.s sent out speakers throughout the st-rte end to other lo-
calities to acquaint ther. with its work. It also keeps in
close touch with all local developments and rrograms, and
V. ith happeninfs in the othei* states. It ha.s coot erated with
the United States Denartment of Labor, and the Fublic Health
Service
.
V/iien oneconsiders the multiplicity of industries
and occupc-tions in this State and the vast machinery operated
to handle the various necessary health and protective mea-
sures, one cc.n truly say that the functions of the various
groups are \-ell organized and coordinated. V/ith the state
and municipal set-ups and the cooperation of yriva.te and pub-
lic socia-1 work g:roups, as well as orgnnizations like the
Industrial and I'^ercantile Employers, Employer Associations,
hospitals and clinics, educatioiiatl and research institutions,
medical, health, safety, and civic associations, much has
been accomplished to safeguard the health and general v. elftre
of the v/orkingman.
^
1 Annual Pweport of the Dept.
Ife.ssachusetts
,
1926, p. 29.
of Labor and Industries:

L. I-SI^iTICT^TirF CF FTPLIC AH: n;rA\TE
’lEALTI ATT) V.'ELFAFS ACTr/ITIES
TTie transitionr.l changes in social -'-nd v/elfare work
which are of tremendous sifrnif icance to our vhole pl^ n of so-
cial living- and working- conditions, has sent the trend of ac-
tivity toward governmenta.! control and supe]r/ision, and has
erected a problem for the private health and welfare agencies
in all fields of endeavor. Tie question beings asked today is
whether the private agencies are on their way out? V.hat is
their function in the face o'f changing- trends and shifting^
responsibilities?
Sleeker Marc[uette, Executive Secretary of the Pub-
lic Health Fedei-ation and Anti-Tuberculosis League, in a pa-
per read before the Public Health Education section of the
Americc^n Public Pier 1th Association in Fansas City on- Cct. IP,
less, said: "Change is the order of the day for private
health agencies ... .Every private ag'ency must now beg'in to
analyze frankly,'- and as objectivelg' as possible its functions,
accomplishments and objectives. ... Private agencies \ ill
need to devote more of their time and energp’- toward community
planning so that all of our forces may be i.orking tog^ether
more effectivelp' with well-defined objectives. Tieir func-
tions will become mure and more research, education, building
citizen interest and support, pioneering in new fields, vhere
r
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the public cif^ency niay not be re' dy to enter, and coordinating
public and private pro§'rar-s. Thi? neans an increasinrly im-
port' nt role for the Health Council idea, in the local, state,
and nctiona.1 fields. Voluntary agencies will continue to ha^ve
a responsibility for halping’ to see to it that tax supported
funds are well spent and that functions taken over by these
agencies are effectively performed.”^
The number of Health Insurance plans has been rapid-
ly increasing, and new types of plans are constantly being ad-
vocated. Many of these include hospital care. X-ray, and
laboratory fees. Suggestions have recently been forthcoming
recommending that physicians’ fees be included' in health in-
surance plans* A considerable amount of voluntary health in-
surance nov^ exists in this co^intry a.nd the trends seem^ to be
to\.'ards the inclusion of additional services, rarticulaml-^r
that of the physician’s care.
The evidence seems to point towards the fact that a
large part of the population is too poor to purchase adequate
medical care on either an individual or group basis. To amount
of unsubsidized voluntary insurance will alter that fact.
Also, while voluntary sickness insurance will grow, there is
no prospect the t in the near or far future it will embrace
a rec.lly Irrge 'ection of those who need insurance. If the
raass of the population is to be protected, ap'ainst the
1 American Public Health Association: ”Is the Private Health
Agency on the Way Out?"American Journal of Public Health
46-43. January, 1939.
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hazard of sickness, more than voluntary action is reouired..^
This seems particularly indicated because of the opposition
encountered on the part of some proups
,
such as the American
!!edical Association, which seem to feel that these plans will
interfere \ ith the function of the private practitioner and
lo\.er the standards of medical service in general.
In reviewing the history and develonment of health
insurance plans in various countries, one finds that sooner
or later voluntary siclmess insurance has been superceded by
compulsory insurance. It seems to me that it is the respon-
sibility of the government in any country to, initiate insur-
ance against invalidity, especia.ll^^ in the case of occupa-
tional injuries and disease.s where the employee may become
disabled for a prolonged period which might result in the
family becomang destitute. The future trend in the United
States will, it seems to me, emphasize more strongly the
restoration of health as the primary objective of sickness
2insurance
.
1 Reed, L. 3.: Health Insurance , Fev; York and London:
Harpers dRrothers, 1237, p. 2C6,207.
2 Heed: Health Insurance, p. 203, 200.

CCrCLUGICT'S
Underlying all the activities end opinions regard-
ing the echievements already/ effected and the possibilities
for further development of constructive measures in the
occupational hygiene field, r^an three long range trends:
namely, the advance of medical science and technologp’’, the
forward riovement ox public v. elf^re and public health, and
the widespread demand for security ag;cinst risks with vhich
the individual alone cannot cope. It has become apparent
that the attainment of individual securit"'' recuires in mamv
1/ %/
1
instances organized social action.
Health education among industria.1 workers and their
families seem.s to be an important need, the res-^onsibility
for which \ ill have to be taken b^^ •'''ublic health workers and
C/
private practitioners, the purpose of whose work is to im-
prove the people's health. Tliis educationa.l process might
be accomplished through various methods, such as the placing
of attractive posters and exhibits on factory bulletin boards
and other pla.ces frequented by industi’ial workers, making
radio announcements, issuing publications, encouraging
1 Davis, : "Hext I'oves in TTedical Care",
Graphic, p. 70. February, 1GS7.
Survey

rericdic nedicrl exrxdnr tions and spreading hppiene informa-
tion through lectures, movies, home visits and organized
courses
.
Although industri^^l hazards are obviously the
primary causes of occupational diseases, there are some
factors outside of the industry itself v.hich must be recog-
nized as contributing strongly to the breakdov.n of the em-
ployees' health. Outsta-nding among these are poor housing
conditions, and overcrowded auid unsanitary living arrange-
m*ents. \Vorkers living in such environments may h''ve or r:i£.y
develop a. lo\. ment$.l outlook on life and a physical consti-
tution which \.ill expose them much more readily to occupa-
tiona.l diseases.
Lov; cost housing projects conducted by the govern-
ment should help to raise the stand8.rd of living for the in-
dustrial worker, and build up his physical stamina, as veil
as develop a better outlook on life and reduce the chances
of developing occupational diseases.
From all indications, it would seemi that the le-
gislation pertaining to social and ’.,elfa.re programs enacted
by the present adiiinistration has had for its purpose and
goal improvement of housing, health, and \,orking conditions
of the laborer, as v. ell as providing educations! opportuni-
ties and recreational advantages for the masses of the people.
Simila.rly most of the a^ctivities of private and volunteer

V. elii'.re groups seen to be headinp" in the srr. e penei'a.l direc-
tion.
There are also some industrialists c'.nd employei's ’
organizations v/ho have given support to the efforts of gov-
ernmental agencies and la.bor groups. Through their coopera.-
tion, the nucleus has been formed for further developments
intended to eliminate industrial hazards and im.prove working
conditions
.
In opposition to these progressive moveuxents, there
are some groups ’-.ho ob^iect strenuously to governmental expen-
ditures and v.ho insist on economy on the part of the national
and local governments.
!Iov/ever, these social reforms seem, to me to have
become so great a part of the Arixerican community spirit and
so deeply rooted in the interests of the m^asses, that it
would hardly seem likely that our legislators would allow
econom.y measures to vitiate these benefits. Tevertheless
,
since v;e are living under conditions of tremendous social
stress, and are passing through a period of vital signifi-
cance and change in every phase of life, it is necessary to
keep inform.ed regarding new developmients and trends in all
fields; to be particularly a.v/are of current thinking in rela-
tion to public hea.lth a.nd industrial hygiene; to seek out
those conditions of living and working which miena.ce the
health of the people; and to v'ork towards improvem.ent of
these conditions.
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